ACHIEVEMENT ... These girls from
the Rowan County High Chapter of
FHA have earned their State Degrees.
They are from left - Misses · Theresa
Roe, Debbie Brown, Donna Hall, Rita
·
~ ... r1 Sharon Johnson. The girls

will attend the State FHA -Meeting in
Bowling Green on June 10-12 to
receive their degrees. Mrs. Merl Allen
and Jean Cline are advisors to these
girls.
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FUTURE HOMEMAKERS OF AMERICA

~ j./p
CChis is to certify that

19¢Y

CREED
We are the Future Homemakers of
America
We face the future with warm courage,
And high hope.
for we have the clear consciousness of
seeking
Old and precious values.
for we are the builders of homes,
Homes for America's future.
Homes where living will be the expression of everything
That is good and fair .
Homes where truth and love and security
and faith
Will be realities, not dreams.
We are the Future Homemakers of
America
We face the future with warm courage,
And high hope.

NAMED MASTER OF
MASONIC LODGE

Roy Corn~tte
Roy Cornette, former County
. Superintendent and ' local business man I has been elected Master of the Moreh ead Masonic
Lodge.
O ther officers n amed .are: E. P .
Hall, Senior W,3rden; Hayden
Carmich ael, Junior Warden ;
·John Green, S enior Deacon ; I
Franklin Blair , Junior D eacon ; i
C. 0 . Leach, Tyler; L eo Oppen- 1
heimer, Secretary; and Everett /
Randa ll, Treasurer.
i
The Morehead L odge meets at
their lodge rooms at Main Street
,'.Ind Carey A venue on the second
Satu rday and fourth Tu esday of
each month.
·

STYLE •SHOW w inners at the 1954 Rowan County 4-H Club annual meeting, from left: Norma
Tate, J u anita Eldridge, DeEtta L ewis and Aloma Epperhart. 4-H Clubs have had a r a pid
'growth, i Row:hi Q n , L_,l.~
"-·• - ' - - - - - ~" ... , .._,. 1 fioy
and girls as members.

-
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DIMES FOR POLIO-This is the group in charge of the Mother's March on Polio in Morehead. In
all $1,884.8,3 was contributed locally. From left, standing: Mrs. W. W. Exelbirt, Mrs. Nell Kash,
Mrs. Kenneth Gearhart, Mrs. Paul J. Reynolds, Mrs.. 0. B. Elam, Mrs. Mary Myers, Mrs. Eunice
c~cil; Mrs. George Jamison, Mrs. Jack Ellis, Mrs. Clifford Radar. Seated: Mrs. Birdie Edwards,
Mrs. Leroy Weil and Mrs. Roy Cornette. They a1·e counting the money collected, one half
which stays iu the co,u nty for treatment of local patients.

Kiwanis Club as
Organized-In 1946
A service organization which
has been. very active in this community for ten years is the
Morehead Kiwanis Club. One of
its projects most appreciated by
Morehead and Rowan County
residents is the club's maintenance of the picnic park at Rodburn, and youngsters in the community are enthusiastic about the
Kiwanis-sponsored Little League
Baseball program. The club has
also provided Christmas baskets
for needy families each year.
Kiwanis in Morehead had its
beginnings in March of 1946,
when a group of business and
professional men from Winchester and Morehead held a luncheon meeting to discuss the organization of a club here.
A Charter Night party for 48
new members was held in the
college cafeteria on May 28, 1946.
George I. Cline was installed as
the charter president by Twyman
Humphrey, Governor of the Kentucky-Tennessee Dis trict, and a
large number of visiting Kiwanians were present.
The Morehead Kiwanis Club
has attained distinction within
lhe organization by having a
mmber of its members appointed

George I. Cline
. Kiwanis President
to district committees and elected
to district offices. Local officers
at the present time are the Rev.
Donald Durham, president; Roger
L . Wilson, vice-president; Robert
S. Stokes, secretary; and Ora L.
Cline, treasurer.
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Masonic Lodge Founded In
.Morehead _In 1891; Layne
E1:ee.ted:.Its First Master
• Sh~;t1;/ .,after, Centennial Week
the old"'Masb·nic Building will be
and will be replaced
with~·~a •·-modern three story
stht'c'tur,~ ; cos ting· · more than

torn:'aawn

$'.7s,ooo: .~:-:.., · ·.. ·

·.-,·pt'esent officers of the Moreh~l.;d.."1YI,a~9..hk L◊dge'°are : Robert
E . .,Warnock, Master; A. D. Colemant Senior · Warden; Charles
RobefC';r'ack~tt, Junior Warden;
John • Will --Holbrook, Secretary;
Evet'ett· Randall, Treasurer; R. C.
Powell; ., Seh.i or Deac;on; J . . A.
Shackelford, Junior Deacon; Gus.
A. Leyerle, Tyler; Lloyd Brown,
Senior St~ward; and Harold
Harker, Junior S·t eward.
' Masonry in Row·a n County
dates back ,to the founding of
Morehead Lodge No. 654, A . F.
and A. M. on Oct. 8, 1891.' At the
time of granting the charter
Louis Richard Layne W'as elected
as the first Master an'd William
Henry Daniels, senior warden
and William LaFayette Parker,
junior warden.
The lodge meets on the second
Satu;rday ' of · each month in the
Masonic hall at the corner of
Carey Avenue and Main Street,
and whpe· sti/,rting from a small
membership now has a total enrollment of 145. "
At a regular meeting of the
lodge resolutions were drawn
placing in nomination C. P . Duley for Grand .Junior Waiden of
the Grand Lodge of Kentucky at
the October meeting of that _body
at Louisville. Mr. Duley was defeated by a small vote. · •
,
Mr. Duley has been quite active in -Masonic circles in Rowan
County a·nd is af 'past master of
M.orehead Lodg~ No. ·554, Past
High P riest of Morehead Chapt'er No. 168 R. A. M.; ·· past Emmine:nt Commander . of Montgomer.y ·Comm~ndery No. 5, Mt.

Sterling and has also served as
inspector for the Grand Chapter
of Kentucky for a number of
years. He is also a P ast Worthy
Patron of Morehead Chapter No.
227 Order of Eastern Star.
Morehead Chapter No. 168 R.
A. M. was set to work under dispensation Sept. 8, 1919 and was
instituted Oct. 22, 1919. C. P. Duley was named the first High
Priest; W. H. Daniels, first King;
W. C. Swift first scribe. In two
years the membership grew from
nine members to 91.
Morehead Chapter No. 227, Order of Eastern Star was instituted
Oct. 13, 1915 with Mrs. Hallie
Bradley as the first Worthy Matron, Blaine Fulwn as the first
Worthy Patron and Mrs. Maude
Swift as the first Associate
Matron.

MRS . SARAH

, I •

HONORED l\Iorehead Attorney George I. Cline has been
elected Lieutenant - Governor
of District 7 of _Kiwanis Clubs,
which comprises most or uor_theasforn Kentucky. His election
was announced to the Ken tucky -Tennessee meeting in
Knoxville.

I
HEADS DRIVE-Walla.'.!e Fannin is heading· -the .March of
Dimes campaign in Rowan
County. Fannin said his committee hopes ·to raise more than
Sl ,000 here to fig-ht infantile·
/ f j' J. paralysis.
·

I----~
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Courier-Journal Photo.

<FRED M . GROSS, grand master of the ~entucky Grand Lodge of Masons, is welcomed
with flowers at the Masonic Widows and Orphans Home. Children who greeted him, from
left, Larry Truman Barker, 5, Morehead; J. W. McKnight, 6, London; Judy Gish, 5, Hindman, and Rhoda Campbell, 8, Krypton.
'Masonic lodges of East Kentucky: sponsored a
More than , 300 Masons made the trip . Plans
ipecial excursion from Ashland yesterday for an called for a basket dinner on the grounds, but'be- .
ill-da y visit to the Masonic Widows and Orphans cause of rain, the dinner was served indoors.
iome, on F r ankfort Avenu e, just outside the city
The special train arrived at 11 :25 and left at
imits, in honor of Fred M. Gr6~s, Ashland, grand
5. p .m. for Ashland.
na ster.
'

I

·,

1966 JUNIOR MISS . . . Bill Pierce,
Rowan County Junior Miss Chairman,
explains the Jaycee sponsored Junior
Miss Pageant to 24 Rowan County
High School seniors . Rowan County_'s

· ·· 1

Junior Miss will be chosen from the
senior classes at RCHS and University Breckinridge. Entry forms are
available at both s / f 6

&.

)NORED-Rowan County 4-H leaders who received recognition certificates a.id pins at the 4-H
vard s Dir.ner . . meeting last week are, (from left, front row) : Mr. R . H. Lickert, district leader
cqunty agents; Mrs. Oval Stidc.m, 9 \'ears; Mrs . Sam Litton. Sr., 31 years; Mrs. Gordon L"?wis,
years; Mrs. Marie Ellington, 19 years; Mrs. Op·al Sluss, 5 year's; Mrs. - ,-Aae Graham, 12 years;
-s. Virginia Greene, .5 years; Mr< Quenton Caudill, 3 years. Back row, Sgt. William K. Goolsby;
ar; Mrs . Wil :ia m I<. Goolsby, l year; Mr. Eugene Amburgey, l year; Mr . Frank Hicks, 1 year;
·s. William Porter, 9 years; Mr . William Porter, 10 years; ·Mrs. H,. C. Haggan, 15 years; Mr.
C. Haggan, 40 years; Mr. Bert Dean, 9 yea rs, Mrs . -Russell Boyd, J years, and Mr. Estill
·
Greene, 5 years.
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THIS BUILDING, owned by the Masonic Lodge, still stands,
but will be torn down this year · to make way for a modern
three-story structure. When it was first built J. M. Carey
occupied it for a general store. In picture are Judge Matt Carey,
one of the great early leaders, Mary E. Carey, Lena Blaine
Carey (now Mrs. H. L. Wilson) and his brother Ulysses S.
Grant Carey. The building was built by Matt Carey and the
Masons later acquired ownership.

1q50

SOCIAL GROUP- This is the Morehea d Men's Club, a group
that gathers each week at college cafeteria. Seated, from left:
Charles Apel, Paul Overstreet, C. T. Stafford , Tom Hogge, J ack
Long, W. Exelbirt, Ross Anderson. Second row : Zell Walter,
James Fannin, James McConkey, Gomer P ound, Donald Durham , J ohn Collis, Norman Tant. Thir d row: Tommy Combs,
Honie Rice, Tom Young, John Palmer , Douglas Johnson, C. c.
Mayhall.
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Photo b)' Art Stcwa;t.

nUIU>l~(i MOREHEAD AND ROWAN COUNTY-T-hesc,--are members ol _i\lor_ehc~ ,lunior
Ch:unhn or Commerce who rec<'i'V(•d their ,o;tatt~, national and international charter _;,-a.. Vitfir;
rt& ;
h g. The ,:-roup will work with Mom1cad's Chamber of Commer.cc now being
f u rmcd from a mc!'Ker-- of the Hoard of .Trade and Merchants Club. Seated, from lt'fl: Russell
htk:rnn, Ceor~c - Colcman , Kermit Little, William Fraley, Billy Br.own , Victor White; Clayton
Skagi:s . StarntlnK : W D . Patton , f'harlcs Williamson. Clayton PerkilJs, Bernard Greer. Tom
Mohlry. 11,·rhnt Fn•nch,---.Jlm Hru111'. r, · Rohcrt Stam·p rr, Ja1nes Col(' iiian, Tommy Camljll , Jnhn
\\' ill l11!]hrool1, .I~., Eugene Whit,•, Ray l}rnwn and 11:irt•lcl Laucaskr.
♦

N·Ew OFFICE RS-Morehead Chapter officers of th~ ~uture Homemakers of America for 1962-1963 ;
(left to right) Vanda Botts; reporter~ Patty Hough, first vice presjdert; Mary Du!Jgan, song
leader; Toni Allen, presjdent; Jayne _Snedegar, ·Parliamentarian; S_u san Car r;-second vice president.
Officers not present are: S':'sa·n Bays, historian; Nancy D_uggan and Janie Barber, recreation lea'ders;
Frances Justice, reporte~.
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Red Cross Chairman
Of Rowan Resigns
Mrs. C. C. Mayhall resigned~- - - - - - - - - - - - - - last night as Chairman of the
Rowan County Chapter of th e
American Red Cross, a position
she had held for the past threeand-one-half years.
In a meeting at the Red Cross
offices, M artindale Building, Mr;:;.
, May hall t old cha,Pte r officers s h e
was forced t o qmt beca use of illn ess in her family.
A comm it tee compose d of Miss
Ione Chapman; Glenn W. Lane
and Mrs. W. H. Rice was appointed to select q new chairman.
They will make their recommend atio n at a meeting in December. II
During Mrs. Mayhall's ten ure
as pres ident the blood .b a nk,
among many other program s,
was inaugurated at the Rowan
,County office. It has a lso ,,been
possible to m aintain full-time ot fices, but Mrs. Ma yh all said this
has been diffi c ult because of
limited funds and diminishing
]\'{rs. C. C. Mayhall
. 31,'! years faithful service
con t,ributions. 1

Rowan FHA Chapte
Qrganized· In 1946

Rowan ~'HA Chapte
Organized In 1946

VOCllT!ONAL HOME ECONOMICS has gai~'ed constantly in ·
J>?PUlanty at Morehead High since this first class was formed
First row, from left: Virginia Ellington, Jewell Gulley Kathryii
Butler. Second row: Ma~garet Sue Cornette, Lucille Birchficld,
O!lla Ne_ll Cox, Oneida Cornett. Back row : Advisor Mrs. w. H.
~ice, Miss Ruby Flannery and MHS Principal Mrs Ethel Ell
mgton. Most of these girls arc homemakers of thei; own now:
0

.

fqqg

VOCATIONAL H01''1E ECONOMICS _ , gained constantly in

popularity at Morehead High since this first class wzs formed.
First row, from left: Virginia Ellington, Jewell Gulley, Kathryn
B.utler. Second row: Margaret Sue Cornette, Lucille Birchfield,
Oma Nell Cox, Oneida Cornett. Back row: Advisor Mrs. W. H.
Rice, l\liss Ruby Flannery and l\1HS Prinr.ipal Mrs. Ethel Ellington. __.
-=-•
• •• •

MOUEUEAD, KENTUCKY, ~THURS-MY ~10RNING, FEBRUARY~_3 , i955
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Photo by Ai:t -S~ew;nt;·
i---..-r.1tT-1rrt,.,_.,.,,_.,.,,.tttUJ-HF.AD AND. ROWAN COUNTY~-sc ~re members of Mm'el1c;nt'lcJunior
Chamber or ·Commer-ee--wl10 recei'Yed theiJ,....state, --nati-0-nar:tnd international charter at a . dinner Thursda.y_ evening. The· l:'roup will • wo..t.k.....)tlt}\ Mot'ehead's . Chamber .Of C_o nimerce now--' being
· formed from a m ~ f the Board or ,!frade a.nd Merch:mts Cl,!lb. -~eated, ftom left: Russell
Jac~on-, Qeor~leman; - K',.r1nlt l,itUe; WiU~am-··Fraley, -~my-: :Br-0-,Yn; V.ictor Whl-~y,Glil-Yion
'
I
: V . ..D. Palton, Ch;:irJes ·Wllll;imson, Clayton · Perkins, -B·c rnard . Greer.; Tom
~fohley ; lfor.bert French,--Jim '3runer, Ito er
_amper, ~me~1~'tirm1fiy--c~1rn::
Will. llctl_hrtiok, ·;If,; Eugene. WhHe. · Rav-·Bro,~-n an'd Harold Lancaster;.· · ·.
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Early Birds
Members of the Fresh Air Club of Morehead walked five miles before breakfast, at five o'clock in the morning.
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Boy Scout Field
Executive- Visits
Here January 5-7
Annountte Fllur Courts
Of Honor and District
Mttting WW Be Held

--·- -

lti:;, Alleh S. Amby, F ield Executive !or·Blue Grass Atta Council, Boy ScOuts ct Am'erica, was in
Morehead January 5, e:, 7, to work
with the District Ch.Dirman, President W. H. V.i:u&han, tmd Li~~nant Richard Fer lint, USN. Di.1-1
g:;~i~:mm1issioner !or the Eagle I
1

Mr. Ash by announced that definite plans and da tes !or the yN.r

are being set for $outing a.rtivities
in the Eagle Di strict. There will
be four Courts or H onor during the
year and Boards of review will be
htld every m onth it was also announced.
It was an nounced thnt plans
wen~ bc-ing la id ror a scout troop
to handle t he boys who are not at
the present Hme in scouting. Definite arrangements for the forming
of th is troep will be announced at
arl earl, date.
The .reCW~t _P,lstnct~tu)C_of
the District Committee will be
heJd at" President Vau&han's office.
January 28th. Plans !or Anniversary Wttk wit! be made at this
merli~. Scout · Sunday will be
held la. th!! Christia.n and Methodist Churches· with the ScoUts taking an acti v e part in the -services.
I Further . plans will be announced
at a later date.'
A closer coope,ration of both parents o! scout-aced boys and thOR
already connected with . scoutl,nc
. is urged. Mr. Ashby announced
the Blue Crass Council wishes to
express its appreciation for the
participat ion the people of Rowan

I

_

I

I~~n~;'ig~~n!" it~epr:::rti~~:~!
allotment to Scouts:. The Council
will do all it can_to further Scout-·
int in the Row a n County area and
aeain asks the cooperation in getting Scouting to a full start in 1944.

FllD HOGGE
Ch&pler__ ~~r

The Rowan·. County Chapter of
Futu~ Farmets o! America is conducting a stt<t cam paign to insure
1-,r--,,....,,.,...._,,,bacw-and~ble
production !or the comint year.
The Chapter is sponsorin g the sale
o! ftve varieties of Certified tobacco seed. All members o! the Chapter with tobacco projects will sow
a certifted Sttd this year.
Tobacco is sellin& ·well this year,
and w ith the farm labor shortage
and hi&h price o! !arm labor i t is
important that all crowers use a
certifted.. Root-Rot Resi,;~t vari- 1
~ty to insure them a . max'imum
yieJd o! hi&:h quality smokin& tobacco. Certifted tobacco seed is
beinc u.sed over the entire Burley
Territory with excellent results
and S3tifted .:rowers are~ resporuible tor its widespread popularity.
The varieties we have tor sale '
are Nos. 16, 19, 33, 41A and 52.
No. 18 is the standard ot comparison for all Burley tobaccos. It is t
hirh}y resistant to Black.Root Rot.
Yieub ot 2,000 pounds have been ,
i; t t '1 ;
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Mrs. Ellington
Mfs.- A. F . Ellington, prin
a l or ·the Morehead High Sci
addressed the local · chapter
Lhc Fu .. urc Farmers of ~me1
at th~i'r We~ ktY ctllb ffieeti~g
_Thurs!lay, December ·I,
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FUTURE FARMERS CLUB

1

President-Maurice Hall
Vice-President-Pete Brown
Treasurer-Doff Marshall

Secreta.ry-Joe Evans
lleporter-J oe Evans
Adviser-Mr. Carl Wade

POSSIBLE
PROJECTS

Vision Statement
Kentucky 4-H Youth Development Education
is a recognized community leader in developing youth to become productive citizens and
serves as a catalyst for positive change to meet
the needs of a diverse and changing society.

Arts and Crafts
Beef
Bicycle
Bread
Citizenship
Clothing
Computers
Conseivation
Consumer Education
Crochet
Dairy Cattle
Dairy Foods
Demonstrations
Dog Care & Training
Electricity
Energy
Entomology
Fashion Revue
Food Nutrition & Preseivation
Forestry
Gardening & Horticulture
Geology

Mission Statement
4-H Youth Development Education creates
opportunities and supportive environments for
culturally diverse youth and adults to be capable, competent, and caring citizens.

UK

COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE
O'~l\ f R' ' Jn Oi ld \'. Tl' C~ Y- l. t)l,l h , f Of ,\ f, ~ Jt! I.ff RP

ROWAN COUNTY
4-H

YOUTH
DEVELOPMENT

For more information:
Raven Ford
County Extension Agent for
Youth Development
Rowan County
Cooperative Extension Service
627 East Main Street
Morehead, KY 4035 1

Health
Home Environment & Management

Horse
Knitting

Phone: (606) 784-5457
Fax: (606) 784-3535
Email: rcford@uky.edu

Leadership
Pets & Small Animals
Plant & Soil Science
Photography
Poultry
Public Speaker
Safety
Sportfishing
Sheep
Swine
Tobacco

4-H
To make the best better!

Tractor

Veterinary Science
Woodworking

'

C il s.z,'n.t t: ,.;;,;:;; L c,::..c:,n,-~·u:.--tt
..,,., lh ,::rc-r malt c.:al~.,._ .

WHAT IS 4-H AND WHAT
CAN IT DO FOR YOU1
4-H has evolved since its inception in
the early 1900's. While the principles ·
have remained constant, the activities
and projects have kept pace with the
times to appeal to new generations of
youth.
Kids need to explore new things and
develop "real life" skills. These are
the key ingredients for becoming a 4-H
member.

Who Can Join 4-H?
A student must be in the fourth grade
and/or nine years old before January 1
of the current year to enroll in the
"traditional" 4-H program.
V olunt eers
Volunteers are .an essential part of the
4-H Program. A person or group may
volunteer to assist the Extension Agent
and staff, other 4-H adult volunteers,
by working on special projects, helping
at the fair~ camp, school, or other
events. Be a part of our life and your
child's life in a very special way by becoming a volunteer. Contact the Extension Office for any additional details.

4-H develops life skills such as decision
making, self-concept, communication,
leadership and citizenship.
.... And, all you thought we were about
was camp, horses, shooting sports, sewing,
public speaking, demonstrations, auctions,
county and state fair, sheep, cows, agriculture, babysitting, talent shows, woodworking, computers, cooking, dogs, community
service, teen conference, tractors, photography, bicycles, fashion revues, clubs, four
leaf clovers, fishing, life long friendships,
gardening, archery, hiking, forestry, canoeing, sports, goats, parliamentary procedures, cross-stitching, painting, field trips,
educational programs, small engine projects, judging, pizza parties, and fun.
Learn more about us by visiting one of our
events or by calling (606) 784-5457 or visit
our web site at:
Http://ces.ca.uky.edu/Rowan

4-H Camping Opportunities
4-H Summer Camp
4-H Shooting Sports Camp
4-H Health Camp

4-H School Club Monthly Meetings
4-H Special Activities & Events
• Babysitting Workshop
• Arts & Crafts
• Cooking
• Photography
• Reality Store
• BizWorld
• Communication Event
• Teen Conference
• Mini-Society
Current 4-H Proiect Clubs
4-H Shooting Sports

More Than You Ever

lm aginedr

I Pledge ·
My HEAD to. clearer,, ttainking,
My HEART .to .greater loyalty', .
My HANDS to larger .services, ancf
~y HEALTH to ·better living, for
My club, my community, my ceuntry, ·and my world

Kentucky
UK

EXTENSI O N

S E RV I C E
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AGH I C \l LT t, HE

C O O PE RAT I V E
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Each February and October the Shooting
Sports program offers training to certify
adults and teens as coaches in all seven
disciplines, so they can go back to their
home counties and teach youth. The
training is led by Nationally Trained
Instructors.

Com etition

Fun

Each September there is a State Shooting
Competition for all active 4-H Shooting
Sports members. The event has grown
each year since its beginning in 1988. In
1993, the total number of shooters was
369 from 35 counties. In 2003, there
were 802 shooters from 62 counties.
This event is led by the same Nationally
Trained Instructors.

Safety
The Shooting Sports program
trains youth to handle and shoot
firearms safely. The program
teaches leadership and
responsibility while offering fun
activities. Then, if desired, the
youth could also participate in
Shooting Sports competitive
events. Competition is not the
main focus of the Shooting Sports
Education Program; Safety and
Youth Development are.

Contact information:
Donna Fox
State 4-H Youth Development
212 Scovell Hall
Lexington, KY 40546-0064
Phone: (859) 257-5961
E-mail: dfox@uky.edu
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tdUtation Progtam
We Believe ...
.. Youth Development is the
number one goal of the 4-H
Shooting Sports Program.
.. 4-H Shooting Sports provides an
outstanding way of providing
human growth and development.
.. The introduction to the safe and
responsible use of firearms and
archery equipment is a
valuable life skill.

Program Objectives
1. To emphasize that Youth Development is
the number one goal of the 4-H Shooting
Sports Education Program. 4-H Shooting
Sports provides an outstanding way of
providing human growth and development in
the life skills identified by the National 4-H
Program.
2. To enhance development of participants'
self concept, character and personal growth
through safe educational and sociallyacceptable involvement in shooting activities.
3. To strengthen families through life-long
recreational activities.
4. To develop leadership qualities in youth
and adults.
5. To expand 4-H membership and involve
additional 4-H adult volunteers.
6. To encourage understanding of natural
resource concepts through participants'
interest in shooting.
7. To expose participants to the broad array of
vocations and lifelong vocational activities
related to shooting sports.
8. To teach safe and responsible use of
firearms and archery equipment including
sound decision-making, self-discipline, and
concentration.
9. To promote the highest standards of safety,
sportsmanship, and ethical behavior.
10. To compliment and enhance the impact of
existing safety and Hunter Education
programs.
11. To provide 4-H training and certification
in the various Shooting Sports disciplines for
adult volunteers.
12. To maintain and expand a state level
committee of nationally trained and
certified 4-H Shooting Sports Instructors.

There ;ire seven disciplines in the
Shooting Sports Education Program.

Shooting Sports is a volunteer based and
led group. All instructors are volunteers
that go through a week of training at the
national level. The State Committee is
composed of Shooting Sports volunteers
who develop rules and organize state
events.

1. Shotgun
-12 and 20 gauge

2. Rifle
- .22 cal. bolt action
- Pellet and BB
3. Pistol
- Pellet and .22 cal.

A 4-H Shooting Sports Leader is ....
♦
Interested in youth and their
development.
♦
Interested in some phase of shooting,
hunting or wildlife.
♦
Willing to be helpful, open, and
supportive.
♦
Interested in challenges with rewards.
♦
Enthusiastic, positive, and energetic.
♦
Honest, self-disciplined, and kind

Shooting ability is not essential, but the
willingness to learn coaching skills is.
Training is available for interested
persons. Program materials provide
excellent support. New volunteers are
always welcome.

4. Muzzleloader
- Rifle and Pistol
5. Archery
-Compound Bare and Recurve
-Bow Hunter and Target
6. Hunter Challenge
7. Coordinator

MOREHEAD KIWANIS CLUB
Officers
George I. Cline, President
Earl Young, Vice President
Charles E. Dietze, Secretary I qt,,~ - 1'::; c, (,
J. Roger Caudill, Treasurer

Board of Directors
Harold Blair
Curt Bruce
Roy Cornette

Harry Goldberg
Elijah M. Hogge
Alpha Hutchinson

0 . M. Lyon, Senior

Members
Clarence Allen
Kenneth H. Bays
Robert S. Bishop
E. D. Blair
Harold F. Blair
Lus ter E. Blair
Clifford C. Blevins
Andre B. Bowne
M. S. Bowne
Claude Brown
Clyde Bruce
Curt Bruce
Wa lter Carr
J. Roger Ca udill
!'toy C. Caudill
Cla ude L. Clayton
C. E. Clemons
George I. Cline
G arland S. Collins
Roy Cornette
W. E. Crutcher
Charles E. Dietze
H erbert Elii m
Eldon Evans

Charles Fraley

I. M. Garred
M. E. George
Harry Goldberg
Elijah M. Hogge
William E. Holcomb
Edgar A. Howell
Alpha Hutchinson
Samuel D. Kidd
Clark Lqne
Glenn W. Lane
William H. Layne
Frank Laughlin
0. M. Lyon, Sr.

N. C. Marsh
Lee Martin
E . W. Martindale
C. B. McCullough
W. R. Shafer
J . C. Wells
Ray Wendel
W. M. Wesley
Earl Young
George Young

DISTRICT SCHOOL NUMBER TWO
DOROTHY HOLBROOK
Worthy Grand Matron

BYRON HECKMAN
\Vorthy Grand Patron
COLORS

Purple and Gold
EMBLEM

Key
MOTTO

"In all thy ways acknowledge Him"
SONGS

"My Task"

"Open Mine Eyes"
FLOWER

Yellow Rose and Purple Violet

OFFICERS

PROGRAM

1.

:00- Addenda for V\T orthy Grand Matron
Dorothy Holbrook Club District No. Two

2.

1 :30-Deputy Grand Matron Escorts the vVorthy Grand
Matron to th e E ast

vVorthy Matron . . . .. . . .... . Betty McGaughey, Richmond 438

3.

vVelcome by Deputy Grand Matron

·worthy Patron .................... Joseph C. Ray, Berea 120

4.

Entrance of Vv orthy Patron, Organist, Associate Conductress and Associate Patron

Associate Matron .. .. ..... .... Ermine Marks, Lexington 110

S.

Presentation of Holy Bible ... ... Viola Glass, Chaplain

Associate Patron . ....... ... . ... .. Frank Hardesty, Marie 259

6.

E ntra nce March of vVorthy Matron and Officers

Secretary .. . ..... . . ....... A rtie Lee Taylor, Henry Clay 398

7.

Opening Ceremony

Treasurer

8.

Presentation of American Flag .. Evelyn Hay, Marshall

9.

Introduction of vVorthy Grand Matron, \I\T orthy Grand
Patron
Distinguished Guests, Vv orthy Matrons and vVorthy Patrons

10.

DisTRTCT SnrnoL NuMBER

l,

Conductress .

Two

. . ... .. ).fary S. Hardesty, Marie 259
. ... .. .. .. . Stella Grimes, Hiram 93

Associate Conductress .. . . ......... ~fartha Hinkle, Paris 167
Chaplain . . . ... . .. ..... . .......... Viola Glass, V ersailles 426

Report of Examining Committee

Marshall . . . .... . , ..... .. . .. .... E vel yn Hay, Winchester 321

11.

Special Objective of Worthy Grand Matron

Organi st ........ . .. .. .. .. . .. ... . Bessie Allen, Hamilton 293

12.

Roll Call of Chapters in District Two

Adah ............................ Nellie Ross, Cynthiana 142

13.

Reading and Referring of Petitions

Ruth ..... . .................. Bessie Powell, Mt. Sterling 464

14.

Report of Investigating Committee

15.

Balloting

16.

Initiation

17.

Forum on v\l ork of Order

18.

Draping of Charter and Altar

Warder . .... . ....... ....... Lula McFarland, Rising Star 115

19.

Closing Ceremony

Sentinel . .. . . .. .. . ... . .... .. . .. Mabel Kent, Henry Clay 398

Esther ... .. ... . . ..... . .... Mary Lee Fallis, N icholasville 223
Martha ........ .. .............. Cassandra V eech, Shelby 170
Electa ........................ J acie Davis, Harrodsburg 309

COMMITTES
REGISTRATION COMMITTEE
Lucille Crouch, Paris 167
Sara Pruitt, Rising Star 115
EXAMINI NG COMMITTEE
Frances Rogers, Cynthiana 142
Gladys Brady, Hiram 93
Lucy McCoy, Lexington 110
IDENTIFIED VISITOR
Ella Lunsford, 223
UN IDENTIFIED VISITOR
Bertha Griggs, Richmond 438
CANDIDATES
Hazel Hamilton, Marie 259
Lucy Kindred, Winchester 321
USHERS
Elsie Jones, Berea 120
Minnie Arn:!our, Mt. Sterling 464
Katherine Games, Shelby 170
Elizabeth Simpson, Hamilton 293
Jessie Bunnell, 309

The Morehead Lions Club
Presents

I
Produced and Directed

by

S1-/IRLEY WISE
DA VE FLANNERY, pianist
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Morehead Lions Club
OFFICERS

COMPLIMENTS Of

. ,
Mart1n s

Department

Store

President
1st Vice President

- Robert L. Stamper
- Glenn Terrell

2nd Vice President
3rd Vice President
Secretary and Treasurer
Asst. Secretary and Treasurer

- Roy Reynolds, Jr.
- Roy Anderson
- Anthony Lambert
- Ronald Hevener

Tailtwister

- Delmar Reynolds

Lion Tamer
Directors

Clothing for the Whole family

The Morehead
m. on the first
meet anytime,
betterment of

- Ronald Jones
- Joe Mauk, Curley Barker, Frank Conley

Lions Club meets at the Eagles Nest Restaurant at 6:30p.
and third Thursday of each month. The ~~;ud of Directors
other than their regular meeting, that business for the
our community and its citizens can be accomplished.

The Morehead Lions Club is one of the oldest civic organizations in our
community and has done outstanding work in the eye-glass program for
the school children in our county.

OUR NEW LOCATION
Corner Main & E. University Blvd.
MORE~EAD, KENTUCKY

COLm,EL SAflDEFS· PE C:i PE

Ktntuck11 fried ChicktK ~
?-eu, ?td- ?um ea,pe

eoet
MOREHEAD, KY.

PHONE 114-4121
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COMPLIMENTS OF
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STUCKY FUNERAL

[j]

WESTERN AUTO

I

ASSOC. STORE

:

George Hill, Owner_

II

~

HOME

:
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Main Street
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Morehead, Kentucky
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Ray L. White & Sons
Lumber Co. Inc.
P, O. Box 280 - 3 mi. E, Morehead on U, S, 60
Diall84-4123

~

SPORTING GOODS
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R, Victor White
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TIRES
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"An Active Lion"
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NORGE VILLAGE
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Laundry & Dry Cleaning

~
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; Where You Save Money And Time By Doing It
J1t1
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An Attemlant On Duty At All Times

I
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I
I
Yourself I
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SHIRT FINISHING
East Main Street
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VALLEY VIEW SERVICE
STATION
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\lorehead
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Gulf Tires

•
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GuH Gas

•

GuHpride Oil
)t

"Boosting the Lions Club''
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COMPLIME NTS OF
II

WILLIAM H. LITTON
EN GIN EE RING, INC.

II
II
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II
II
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PROGRAM
ACT

1. Here Comes the Showboat
II

• Entire Cast

2. lnterloctors Welcome

:t
)I
)I

:i

3. "Hail, Hail, the Gangs All Here"

"

""
II

Caudill Brothers Tire Service
East Main

Morehead

'' For The Best in Tires See Tom"

Easy Payment Plan
II

Dial 784-756 9

"B 001 t·1ng ALL Lions Projects"

)I

II
II
II
II

4. Stephen Foster Medley

• Endmen
• Entire Cast
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Alpha Hutchinson
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See Our Sales List For A•
HOME
BUSINESS PROPERTY
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l;;J Licensed and Bonded Real Estate Broker r,
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EDD'S, Incorporated
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WHOLESALE BUILDERS SUPPLIES
DIRECT TO YOU
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ERNEST BINION, Manager
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P,er_k's, Inc·
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Plumbing, Heating, Electrical
supp l.ies

;

Phone 784-7521
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PROGRAM CONTINUED

• Red-Eye and Sandy Stamper

5. "Side by Side"

Entire Cast

6. "Darktown Strutters Ball"

7.

• Shirley Cooper Wise

Rhythm Tap

Calhoun Calvert

8. "Daddy's Little Girl"
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Dairy Cheer
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Peoples

Bank
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Member F. D. I. C.
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Across From Fieldhouse
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PROGRAM CONTINUED

9. "Peg O' My heart"
10. "This Girl"
11. "Cabaret"

• Entire Cast
Brenda Lambert

J. C. Black

12, Cooper School of Dance
• Students
Kathy Wise • Leslie Smith • Virginia Landreth • Marlo Lambert
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Compliments of

Compliments

Compliments Of

R.H.HOBBS

)t

VI'S JEWELRY

)t
)t
)t
)t

C. E. BISHOP

Kentucky's Newest Cbevorlet

DRUG COMPANY

)t

180 East Main St,

Larry Fannin

Your
Complete Variety Store
)t

Phone 7M-5136

The R.EXALL Store
~

E1t1bli1hed 1896

i

MorehHd'1 Oldest Retail Business
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PROGRAM CONTINUED

COMPLIMENTS OF
, Gum-Drop Roe

13, "That's How Much I Love You"

W. C. Flannery

• Lionette Chorus Line

14, "The Can-Can"

County Judge

20 Minute Intermission
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COMPLIMENTS OF
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THOMPSON GLASS ~
~

Compliments Of

GlauforEvery

i

MAIN STREET
GULF SERVICE

Everything for tho Office

::

Purpose

I~..

24 Hour Wrecker Service

Hick Dann .. 714-5040

ii

R, R, Street
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: AMERICAN OFFICE :
: SUPPLY CO..,INC. :
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Office Furniture ;
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Adding Machines
Office Supplies •

CO.

~

I

Phone 784-5001

Phone 784-4237

150 E.

MOREHEAD,KENTUCKY

Mal■ St.

More head
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Point Express, Inc.
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Lions Club Members
ELVA BARKER
ROBERT BINION
CHARLES BISHOP
BILLY CALHOUN
BILLY CALVERT
WALTER CARR
TOMMY CAUDILL
ERNEST DEHART
GEORGE DOZIER
WILFORD FLANNERY
GLENNIS FRALEY

HENRY HAGGAN
WILLIAM HAMPTON
JAMES HOGG'E
MYRON HOGGE
RALPH HULE'TT
HARRY HOSACK
WILLIAM LANE
C.. ROGER LEVflS
WILLIAM P. LOWE
JAMES MALLORY
ARNOLD PACK

ALBERT PATTON
JAMES POLLITTE
BILLY PATRICK
GLENN RAIKES
ADRIAN RAZOR
EWELL C. RAZOR
JACK ROE
EARL J. SKAGGS
KENNETH SPEER
RANDALL C. WELLS
HAQOLD WHITE
WATT WHITE

I

I

HOBART WILLIAMS
DONA LOW OODALL
FORREST MAY
JACK SLONE
JAMES CLAY
ALFRED ELLIS
DAVE FLANNERY
GILBERT KING
BILLY MOULIERE
TERRY W. BROADWATER
CURTIS ADKINS
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COMPLIMENTS OF

11. LACY IEAL £STATE
I D£YUOPIUT CD.
H. H. lacy

•

M. F. A. IHSURAMCE

NIST

EAGLES

COMPLIMENTS OF

Dentist
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LOAMS
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MOREHEAD
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784-71.U

Air Conditioned for

Gladys lacy

1i"I

JACK ROE, AGENT

DR. J. K. SMITH

'1ne Food for Your Health

Your Comfort
11
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11

COMPANIES
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PROGRAM CONTINUED
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COMPLIMENTS OF
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Homer Gregory
Lumber Co.
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WE CONGRATULATE . . .

ALLIN'S
Morehead Llon1 Club and lt1 pHt

achievements In testing th• eyH
of all the 1chool children of R-•n
County.

FOODLINIR
THE ClnZENS BANK
Morehead's Finest
Phone 76' -41'6

M•mber FDIC
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1.

"Step to the Rear"

2. Baton
3. "Love Is Blue"
4.

Bumble Bee Reynolds

• Entire Cast
•

Susan Calvert
• Frank Gevedon

• "Long Tall Texan"

PROGRAM CONTINUED

5. "Sweet Georgia Brown"

• Entire Cast
Featuring the End-Men and Chorus Line

6. "Folsum Prison Blues"

• Chalk-Eye Raikes

7. Baton

8. Dave Flannery

• Sandy Stamper

PROGRAM CONTINUED

9. George Ann McBroyer
10. Bill Patrick
11. Tavern In the Town
12. Pok-Chop Hogge

Firestone
Tires

Main and

f lemingsburg
11

load
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• Entire Cast

COMPLIMENTS OF

PROGRAM CONTINUED

13. Calhoun Calvert
14. Fat Mammy
15. Finale • "Bye-Bye for How"

• Entire Cast
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ROGER LEWIS

LANE FUNERAL HOME
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lnsuror -

Realtor -

Auctioneer
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COMPLIMENTS OF

James E. Clay
County Attorney

Wm. Powell & Son
Funeral Home
)(
)(

Salt Lick
)(

Phones 683-2811

184-4491 (Morehead)

"SERVING FOR OVER 30 YEARS"

Member Burial Association
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Standard Oil Co.
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E. C. Oel-lart -

Distributor
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Battson Drugs, Inc.
381 Main St.

Phone: 784 - 4491

Morehead, Ky.
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"COMPLETE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE"
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George Do zier, Drugg is~
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Al so: Ja de East - Brut - Canoe - English Leather
Toiletries For Men.
Cosmetics By: Helena Rubenstine, Du Barry , Faberce
Ambush & Coty.
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" An Active Lion"

Printing

Company
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Hallmark Greeting Cards

Kentucky

•

QUALITY PRINTING
PRINTERS OF THIS PROGRAM

I

I
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Phone 78/f -4849
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MOREHEAD BUSINESS Mm PROFESSIONAL WOMBN I S CLUB

196? - 68
Meeting Place
Time

Eagles Nest Restaurant
6 :.30 P. M.

First Monday Of Each Month
Dinner meeting by reservation

OFFICERS
President
1st Vice Pres.
2nd Vice Pres.
Recording Sec.
Corresponding Sec.
Treasurer

Julia Fisher
Liz Martindale
Betty Stucky
Hannah White
Anna Clay
Vivian Young

204 Carey Ave
607 N. ~qrtindale Dr.
Flemingsburg Rd.
U.S 60 West
327 Flemingsburg Ave.
301½ E. Main St.

784-5291
II
5888
II
5960
II
7209
II
5161
II
488)

PROGRAM COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN
Programs .. . . . ... , . , . .. , .. . .. , .... . . .

Chrm.

Personal Development
Civic Participation
Instructor - "Roberts Rules"

Chrm. Audrey Taylor
Chrm. May Williams
Chrm. Dorothy Conley

Auditing Committee

Liz Martindale

· Chnn.

Edna Burns - Garnetta Dicke_rson
Barbara "White
Chrm. Deane Tant - Hillie Day,
Evalena McClain, Peaches Cecil,
Betty Stucky, Mary Northcutt,
Mildred Fraley, Pauline Tomlinson,
Shirley Combs

Ways - Means Committee

Finance Committee
P arliamenta.rian

Catherine Bach, - Chr.
Gladys Lacy, Pearl Lowe
Peaches Cecil

Public Relations

Rose Carpenter

Emblem

Lottie Powers

Lena Madesin Phillips Forestry

Pruda Gary

Hospitality

Hillie Day, Chrm.

&

Tel0phone

June 5th

Oct. 2nd

Feb. 5th

July 3rd

Nov. 6th

Mar. 4th

Aug. 7th

Dec. 4th

Apr.1st

Sept. 4th

Jan. 1st - 68

May 6th

.t

Alfrey, Mable
/ Armstrong, Audrey
Bach, Catherine
Barker, Virginia
Blair, Lola Belle
Carpenter, Rose
Caudill, Lyda Marie
Cecil, Peaches
Chapman, Ione
Clay, Anna
Crosthwaite, Grace
Conley, Dorothy
Cox, Alice
Burns, Edna
Day, Hillie
v Dickerson, Garnetta
Elam, Julia
Elam, Ottist
Elam, Virgie
Fisher, Julia
Fraley,Mildred
Garey, Pruda
Gentry, Pauline
Grey, Esther
Jayne, Mary Alice
Kautz I Donna
Kiser, Anna Mae
Kissick, Thelma
Lacy, Gladys
/ Lake, Betty
Lowe, Pearl B.
Martindale, Liz
Combs, Shirley M.
McClain, Evalena
Northcutt, Mary
Powers, Lottie
Rader, Addie
Smelley, Era Mae
Stucky; Betty
Tant, Deane
Taylor, Ann
/ Taylor 1 .Audrey
Tomlinson, Pauline
Walters, Nell
West, Evelyn H.
West, Grace
l/ White, Barbara
\/White, Hannah
Williams, Hazel
Williams, May
Wolfford, Myrtle
Young, Vivian

E. Main Street -- ------------------------ 784-5986
Clearfield, Ky. -------------------------- 11 5732
446 College Ave.------- ------------------- 11 4521
Tolliver Addition------------------ ------ 11 5106
458 College Ave.------------------------- 11 4710
11
.514 Wilson Ave . -------------------------4687
133 Allen Drive --------------------------"11 .5430
Ellis Heights
-------------------------5203
369½ Wilson Ave.-------------------------- 11 4768
327 Flemingsburg Rd.----------------------" 5161
Swift Addition
------------------------- 1111 7514
302 Nonnal Avenue -------------------------- 7259
120 Maggard Place-------------- --------- ---- 11 5443
218 Knapp Ave.
---------------------------" 5962
415 Flemingsburg Rd. _______________________ n 4979
U.S. 60 East
-------------------------- 1111 4036
Second Street
------------- ------------4620
Bluestone Flat ------------------------..... 1111 4898
129 Second Street--------------------------- .5429
128 - A - Carey Ave.---------------------- 11 5291
Mabry Addition - Box 205 ------------------ 11 5187
Rt. #1 - Morehead 1 Ky.
------------------ 11 4760
Meadowbrook Drive ------------------------- 11 .5479
11
318 Wilson Ave . -------------------------5339
105 Tippett Ave .---------------------------" 4349
460 Knapp Ave.
-------------------------- 1111 5723
Rt. #1, Morehead, Ky.---------------------5442
Rt. //1, Morehead, Ky. --------------------- 11 7165
406 Wilson Ave .
---------------------- 1111 5750
Box 782 - M. S.U.
-----------------------.5421
619 W. Main Street------- ----------------- 11 4890
607 N. Martindale Dr.--------------------- 11 5888
412 Wilson Ave.
--- -------------- -------- 11 4926
Rt. #1, Farmers, Ky.---------------------- u 4647
Flemingsburg Rd.
-- ----------------------" 5098
439 E. Main St. --------------------------- 1111 4800
137 Lyons Ave.
-------------------------4895
328 Fifth Street-------------------------- 11 5101
Flemingsburg Road------------------------- 1111 5960
413 Wilson Ave. -------------------------5504
453 Knapp Ave.
--------------------------"11 4771
U.S. 60 East
-------------------------5110
731 Wost Main St.-------------------------- 11 4345
11
377 Wilson Ave. -------------------------- 11 4896
illlon Drive
-------- -----------------5577
11
321 Bays Ave.
-------------------------- 11 4479
235 Lyons Ave.
-------------------------- 11 5291
U.S. 60 West
-------------------------7209
Rt. #4, Morehead, Ky.--------------------- u 5978
U.S. 60 East
-------------------------- 1111 4759
326 Wilson Ave . --·-----------------------5327
301½ E. Main St.-------------------------- n 4883

MOREHEAD MEMORIES: PEOPLE & PLACES
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It is basically true that if you examine how •instituticu~ i i i t s 11'-e t
money, you can determine ~

'f.8tittttt0as priorities.

--

,, you~ Ld•)",.

t8ilill look at how communities of people spend their leisure time and
determine their priorities. The way people spend their leisure time
determines to a great extent the quality of life in any community. The
people of Rowan County have a long history of spending their time away
from their daily jobs in church activities. But they also have a long history (f F ·nJvat.vc.,uAJr
t ~ (fl service

organizations such as the Morehead Commercial Club established

in the 1890s.
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J as a group of business and professional men who had as

their go.al to pro~ ote Morehead and Rowan County a~ an i~eal place to live) ().. ~ - ~
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For over 100 years
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orebead~~r bffSiness,l)"ffifess1onar;-ectucatlonal

and cultural leaders have organized in various clubs designed to promote
Morehead and Rowan County as a good place to live, work, and rear a
family.
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/?The Mt. Sterling Kiwanis Club was instrumental in establishing the Fi 12> <(
.I<

I lu~/i l:,

[ l,.ll~) ~orehead

~

But in July 1931, the Morehead Kiwanis Club became a

victim of the great depression when they voted to surrender their charter as ~

:\ ' ·

Kiwanis Club in order to organize a club without outside affiliation. The
reason they voted unanimously to sever their connection with the
International group was because many programs and activities came up that l ~

,JWtl./

t~

-

ould nbt and should not sponsor locally. Also, they did not have

the funds to support or to become involved in many of those programs.
Instead of paying district dues and other dues to the International offices, the
club wanted to conserve all funds for the civic improvement of Morehead.
President Henry C. Haggan, Morehead State College Agriculture
Professor, and president of the club said, "It was felt this new club would
have a wider sympathetic appeal to local people." Haggan appointed a
committee including E.V. Hollis, C.B. McCullough, and Dr. A.F. Ellington
to select a name and prepare a constitution for a new club. Therefore, for a
period of time Morehead's Kiwanis Club was not a part of the International
group.
On Monday July 17, 1944 ,·Morehead Board of Trade President Harry
Goldberg (local department store owner) appointed John Palmer (national
sales manager of the Lee Clay Company), Frank Laughlin (owner,

2
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D ;i rGreyhound Restaurant and Bus Stationt -B9fl

IP.:> r4..~

(County Agent)~

and I.A. Nooe, Comptroller for MSC as a committee to collect photos for a
brochure designed to attract businesses and industry to Rowan County.
(Does this sound familiar?)
' q oJ (_ (}- J.-,)....
ff --.
nth tJ I /_ "Z .!:! o_ p_ '/l-,t_ f.
~
l!ln the Morehead Board of Trade evolved mto the C amber of

:L..t,

Commerce. In the late 1950s the "Chamber" wanted travelers (not tourists)
traveling US. 60 to know where they were when they arrived in Morehead.
Therefore, they erected a glowing neon sign that said "Morehead, Home of
Morehead State College" at the east and west city limits on U.S. 60. The
city limits then were located on Main at East College Boulevard. The west
city limits were located at Brady Curve.
Ten years later the city limits were extended east to Rodburn and west
to Rockwall Hollow. By that time Morehead College had become a
University. However, the Chamber moved their neon sign to the new city
limits. The new neon sign at the new city limits said, "Morehead, Home of
Morehead State University." The cost of the new signs ~ ~ $300.00

~

Kentucky Utilities, with the help of the University, installed the signs.
Y. () t.L It~- ~ f. l (
t u ~ 11' ()(J /t'1j N_r .
Among the -youlngroups active in Morehead and Rowan County over

-

\.6''1

the years were the Future Homemakerf Future Farmers and 4-H Clubs)/ Jhe

--•H•
I

Morehead Chapter of the Future Homemakers v•

3
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one of the first clubs established in America. The local group held the
distinction of being the only FHA Club in Kentucky to have a member
receive an American Homemaker Degree.

V;:;

group of young girls goals

were closely connected to Vocational Home Economics. Their goals
included self-improvement, service to school, family life, citizenship, and
wholesome recreation.
\t\-6--R.tl-u 1-1"1~ "-l ll-LI /; 6 ~ ) N >1- -.P.· y_ _UJ t'H 12J?..S
The Rowan County Chapter of the Future Farmers of America (FFA)
was a very active group in the post WW II era. On May 1, 1947,
Morehead's FFA Chapter dominated the Eastern Kentucky District Field
Day held in Paintsville, Kentucky. There were twenty-four chapters from
Eastern Kentucky participating at the meeting and Morehead won 20
individual events with six first place awards and 14 second place awards.
Winners of those awards in personal achievement included Charles Caudill
and Harold Caudill for Public Speaking. Bobby Stamper won first prize in
music with his trumpet solo. He was accompanied on the piano by George

'f'Y- Stewart won the writing

Alfrey, Jr. Also that year Robert Gray and~
awards.

.~~

Farm and livestock awards'won by Morehea~ included: James
Crawford, Dairy; Ralph Christian, Hog; Gale McGuire, Livestock; Chenault
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History of the Morehead-Rowan County Chamber of
Commerce, Inc.
Presented May 26, 2005, by Keith Kappes.
First and foremost, I want to thank my good friend, Dr. Jack Ellis,
for sharing his lifelong research on our community so that I could give
you the accurate history of our Chamber of Commerce.
In fact, Dr. Ellis included some of this information in his
newspaper column last winter. He has another new book in print and
we're all proud of his work.
Tracy Williams asked me to share this information with all of you
tonight because I'm the oldest person she knows who served as the
Chamber president and is still above ground. I appreciate the fact that
she was kind enough not to say that I had to serve two terms until I
could get it right.
We're here to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the establishment of
the Chamber of Commerce in 1955 but we actually can trace our lineage
back a grand total of 115 years, to 1890 when the Morehead Commercial
Club was formed by local businessmen with pioneer names like Bradley,
Whitt, Tippett, and Williams.
At this point, and before I tell you about many of the good things
we have done for our community, I must point out that we probably
won't get any awards for gender equity since only five of our presidents in
those SO years are women but we've had two in a row and I'm sure more
will follow. Our friend, Unadell Eldridge, apparently was the first, in
1969, and she served four one-year terms, the longest tenure in
Chamber history, according to our research. Unadell sold me my
wedding rings and it took a long time for me to forgive her.
I want to share a quote from the Morehead newspaper: "No other
industry would do better in Morehead than a furniture factory. We have
the raw lumber and why not have a furniture factory to finish it?"
When was that written? No, it wasn't in 1955 or even in 1985 but
in 1898. It shows Ray White that we have always been consistent in
promoting secondary wood products in support of our great lumber mills.
And we've promoted transportation, tourism, education and other good
causes to improve our community.

1

/
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The Morehead Commercial Club changed its name to the Morehead
Merchants Club in 1920. Another group was created several years later
under the name of the Morehead Board of Trade. Both organizations had
similar goals but it was not until January of 1955, apparently at the
insistence of newspaper publisher W. E. (Snooks) Crutcher, that the two
groups met at the newspaper office and agreed to merge to form the
Morehead Chamber of Commerce, Inc.
H. K. Taylor was president of the Morehead Merchants Club and
William H. Layne, mayor of our fair city, was president of the Board of
Trade. Mr. Taylor was elected to serve as the Chamber's first president.
He was to take the post again 11 years later.
What were the main goals of the Chamber board in 1955?
•

Build a road from Morehead to Vanceburg, now KY 377.

•

Bring a tobacco warehouse company to Morehead. We became
one of Kentucky's largest tobacco markets.

•

Construct a county health department building with full
services. We did that and now need a larger facility.

•

Resolve the confusion between Eastern, Central and Daylight
Saving Time. Rowan was easternmost county in the Central
zone and you could start in Morehead going east on U.S. 60,
gain an .hour in Olive Hill and lose two hoitrs in Grayson. The
General Assembly finally solved the problem by moving the
Central zone to Western Kentucky and mandating DST for all
counties.

•

Plan a successful centennial celebration in 1956. That also
was achieved and now we are planning our sesquicentennial for
2006, exactly 50 years later.

Privately, Mr. Crutcher, Mayor Layne, Alpha Hutchinson, and
other Chamber leaders joined a conspiracy a few years later, hatched by
Dr. Adron Doran, to gain university status for what then was called
Morehead State College. That happy day came in 1966.
The roster of Morehead residents who have led this organization
reads like a who's who of local business and professional history - names
like C. Roger Lewis, Alpha Hutchinson, J.B. Calvert, Charlie Chumley,
Judge Elijah Hogge, Larry Fannin and others, many of whom are in this
room tonight.

2
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We've had a father and son, C. Roger and Steve Lewis, serve in the
presidency, as well as a brother and sister, Ray White and Jan White
Dacci. And I predict we'll continue to have dedicated leaders like those
who take office tonight.
For the last 50 years, the Chamber has endured thick and thin
and ups and downs but always remained steadfast in its commitment to
civic progress. As a result, we stand today as a strong, healthy
organization dedicated to the social and economic welfare of this
community and this area.
Ladies and gentlemen, I say we get up and give ourselves a
standing ovation as we head into the next 50 years. Thank you.
#######
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MOREHEAD MEMORIES
MOREHEAD PROJECTED PROJECTS IN 1955
BY
JACK D. ELLIS

...

~ W ~ t d- ~ ~

At the beginning of a new year there is a tendency for individuals, businesses, and
·institutions to examine their past accomplishments, analyze how they got there and
roject new goals for the future. That's true ofleaders in government, business, industry
That was especially true in Morehead business community in January,

1W

.,J

( L LU35

H.K. Taylor was president of the Morehead Merchants Club and William H.
Layne was president of the Morehead Board of Trade. The two men, along with several
members of their organizations met in the Rowan County News office on January 7,

f

O"-'

_ ~1; i 9 5 5, .to work out details for con soIidating the two organizations into one.

The new

~ t torgamzat10n would be called the Morehead Chamber of Commerce.

!~

The delegates from each organization agreed that:(1) Morehead was overly
organized, and that there were just too many clubs for the size of the community; (2) The
clubs and organizations were sometimes working cross purposes with each other, and
one group did not know what the other was doing; (3) One strong club~ working
(

together could accomplish much more than two groups working separately; (4) Monthly
membership meetings could be eliminated with those activities handled by committee;

amlir,( 5) And the group wanted to ban solicitations without merit. It is interesting to note

1

/

that tourism was not listed on their projected plans.

F

~~ +r-e... i:w-t> ~ h, ~J r-f\e ~kJU't+-lfuu/~ their energy level was high and the delegates went to work outlining priority
projects they hoped to accomplish working together. First on the list was completing the
Morehead-Vanceburg Road. They were not talking about blacktopping a road, they were
talking about opening a Morehead-Vanceburg Road. It was pointed out that Morehead
and Vanceburg were the only two county seats in Kentucky that were not connected with
a road. At that time in order to get to Vanceburg, you had to go to Maysville and up the
Ohio River Road or to Ashland and down the Ohio River Road. (This writer was the
bookmobile librarian at that time serving the consolidated and rural schools of Rowan
County and I would go up the North Fork Road to Adams-Davis, to the last school in
Rowan County nearest the Lewis County line and that was the end of the gravel road.)
The next year the Chamber of Commerce succeeded in getting the Morehead-Vanceburg
Road opened up.
The second successful priority of the Chamber of Commerce was to attract a
tobacco warehouse company to the coun

~

l that was s~on accomplished and Morehead

became a major Kentucky tobacco market. (Th_is ~ soon be only a part of our
W ~~ -rNt..M4~ tU-L / ~ v;'' "'l(J ~ ~ dl~,ltry\.) ,
history.b'°lronically, the group's next major priority ~s to get a Rowan County Health
Center buildin~ and program. That goal was achieved within three years with a new
buildin~ n West Sun Street that remains today a major part of local health care.
Another successful goal of the new Chamber of Commerce was to work toward

2

eliminating much of the confusion in our county between eastern time, central time, and
daylight savings time. Rowan County was the eastern most county in the central time
zone. When you went into Carter County you were in the eastern time zone. That was
not so bad until World War II came along and the nation adopted "War Time" which
mandated everyone in this nation set their clock forward one hour in the spring and back
one hour in the fall.
Prior to WW II Rowan County was on central standard time. Growing up in

Morehead during that time, it seemed to this writer the summer days were r;::;:;tng.
There is a two hour difference between our central standard time and our eastern daylight
time that we have in Morehead today.
Following WW II daylight savings time became optional to each community
and/or county. Therefore, its easy to imagine the confusion in this region, on the edge of
a time zone. One could leave Morehead on central standard time and go to Olive Hill on
eastern daylight time and gain two hours. Also, continuing on into Grayson on eastern
standard time you would lose one hour. It was almost as bad going west when some
towns adopted daylight savings time and some remained on standard time.
The urban areas wanted daylight savings time and the rural areas preferred to stay

on standard time. The struggle~

the farmers of Kentucky against the factory

.

~1

1",)",t,Jl .

workers. The factory workers won but Kentucky House Bi~ in 195~~~t the ~

west ofl-64 which took Rowan County~

blem of being near ~

3

.
~~

one. But

daylight tim~

me mandatory again which also eliminated a great deal of confusion.

But it sure was nice growing up in Morehead in the central standard time zone.
The summer evenings gave* muc~C efor children,games
and roller skating on MSC campus.
The 1955 Chamber of Commerce listed one of their major priorities was planning
Rowan County's Centennial Celebration in 1956. This they did quite successfully
because the following year was a banner year in the history of Rowan County.

ses9 I.-\, _
Fifty years later (2005) Rowan County is planning

a ,1~

...

centennial celebration

in 2006. Lloyd Dean is the chair of that organization already planning Rowan ' s 150 th
birthday in 2006. It is interesting how history seems to go in cycles. But it is am~z~ -t~
this writer how many of the 1955 Chamber of Commerce plans were successful~

~~ ~
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e only proJect they failed to accomplish was "to ban solicitations without merit." Even 5
in 2005 they are still working on that one.
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Prott1ittet1t Citizens of Moreh:•ad
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.A W.Vitttott.··
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T B Tippett.

_,,_u cJ Mr.

Tippett is _our Circ u_it C,Jllrt C lc1k -- n11d is
mnking a N o. 1 oll1 ce r. II•!. ts n slro1_1 g s 1q1pn rter c•f
Morehead and Ho wnn c 0 11!1ty - and will wo rk h:11d lo
m:ike the Com 111 c rc ia I Ci ul~ \ L l lu....t.2..J 1c "· H !L.J\,I'< .
c 1,, a Ya tia il c ~ :: 111 '.ic r, a ·1 d on e ·Int i'.s 11: e:n u If
are very p ro ud •1f.

Samuel McKee Bradley.
11[r. J'. r:i dl, ,\' 1s l're sid c 11L o f !li e B:: n k o f !vf , r pl1t•a,i
allll wns Oil "
111 <' f!lu11ders o f tl ie :\ d\·a nn
11 ,: i ·,
a 111 ° n1l ,~ r o f lit e Cu mnH~:·c i:tl Citt h - :11 d !,el.er e~ 11 ,
1l s f 1! nr ,•. :-,J 11t w ill dn n 'I tlt:1t i,, in Ii , \"' ' ~e r t ,..
l1tlp t 11c c\ 11 1, b1 1iltl up th e "City of ll. c !J ill s .··

~; f

Hirnm Brudley
h the pr : sent S1qwr i1 1tc11dc11t of Sc h eu!~o f I I, is co un Iy .
He ha,, \i,ed h,q·e all it is life ,i nd is ,·c ry anxi o u s to
see the grc> at eo11l fi e ld ;; in our co unt y o pe ne<l -- allll
the rond huill to ,Mo rg:rn cn n1d y. H e is a11 1c mbe r o f
the Commercial Cluli, aml is ,,·,n!,ing hard to make
it a success.

With a ne w co urt hou se , th e railroa tl to Morga n
county, th e U. & 0. 11i,i~inn , th 0 ha 11k , th f" Norn1al School, th e m n<' hi11 e sl1op s , tli e furnit.ure fa ctory and othn indu c: lri es that. are to Rpr ing up , it
will mak e quite a city o ut of th 0 g rea t nnd 0 11ly
,,c~tr of th e Hil!R,' '

Dr L P V Willia111s
Ts on e (If n 11r l·0sl. J•li _, <c-·:111 . nu\ i,- <1LC ,,f 11. ,·
stron g0>-t supp orlc r ~ o f th e Cc111 m e rci :il CIL, h. II •·
,a s 8 r en ( n· 1eac hu iTil~
li tt le \11; 11l eL t ,
the city tl 1a t it i,, to- d:w •-- a 11d i~ r e ry pro 11d ,if ,, Ji ,,,
our peo pl e hn,·e a<::co 111plislted .

j ,;

Citiz0ns n f H n w :1 11 , 11 e ,·0 r ]Pt up 1111l il \J 0 r11 :1 ,I
l,uilt to th e <·l' IL• hr:d e,I Morgan co u,ity cn:, I li1 ·l d011r l' ('SO lll' C(• ~
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KENTUCKY GIRLS' STATE
1 9 4 7
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CHAPTER I
AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF KENTUCKY GIRLS I STATE
Kentucky Girls• State is a training school in citizenship for
Kentucky girls, set up as a model of self-governing American democracy.
It is one of the youth projects of the A100rican Legion Auxiliary of
Kentucky.
The American plan of government presumes the freedom arrl independence of the individual. It is equally true that its successful operation
is dependent upon willingness of individual citizens to assume the responsibilities that alone can assure their continued freedom of thought and action.
Other world social movements have sprung up in the course of years
to challenge tre principles and practices of American Democracy. It is
more necessary now than ever before to have an understand.in? familiarity
with our form of government and a sustaining confidence in its soundness.
With sincere desire to help accomplish such an end, the American
Legion Auxiliary of Kentucky is sponsoring this seesion of Kentucky Girls•
State, just as other Departments of the American Legion Auxilia.xy are
sponsoring similar projects in their states.
The program is two-fold, utilizing both the laboratory and the
lecture methods of instruction. You are organized as a democratic ~ocial
group, the form and functions of government paralleling th a se of State,
County, and municipality.
The seat of government of Kentucky Girls 1 State is the beautiful
Hamilton Hall Women 1 s Dormitory of Transylvania College, with its spacious
lawn and facilities for entertainment.

,_. · ., ..

..-.

CHAPTER II
POLITICAL PARTIES

Bi-party oiggnization is of great value in the successful operation
of Democratic government, and national political parties afford the individual citizens better opportunity to express themselves in helping give
, direction and substance to national policies and aims. They make possible
collective thinking and the ' formation of platforms that express that thinking
in concrete t erms of policy.
Major issues involved in any election should be clearly defined so
that voting citizens can make selection bet,veen parties and candidates based
on convictions of right and wrong, wise and unwise platforms. After election,
it is the duty an::l responsibility of those named to office and leaders of
the party supporting trern to see that the principles of their platform prevail,

2.

Kentucky Girls, State operates on the bi-party plan• As a citizen
of Kentucky Girls' State and member of one of the parties, it is the duty
of each individual girl to give sincere study to the issues developed and
careful deliberation to the platform drafted. Each candidate on a ticket
will campaign for the entire ticket. The success or failure of the ticket
will depend largely on the soundness am. popularity of the party platform.
Girls are assigned arbitrarily to one of the two parties Nationals arrl Federals. These names have no significance except as designations for the two groups. The color of the name plate, which you are to
wear at all the sessions, will be an aid in recognizing members of your
own party.
Ideals and aims of each party will be determined l:lf the party
members themselves, who will discuss possible issues, draft their own platforms, arrl nominate cam.idates for office in party conventions, Each girl
should assume her share of responsibility. The success of Kentucky Girls'
State depends upon the seriousness of its girl citizens.
Should you aspire to be a candidate for office, map your campaign
carefully and enter the race with a determination to win. Work hard. Get
all the support you can. But remember, if you lose, it is because the
voters preferred the other girl's platform. Do not condemn your party or
your friends.
If you win, it is your ·d uty to carry out your campaign promises
and support the principles set forth in your party platform. Work with your
party leaders to assure success of Kentucky Girls' State as a whole. It
is by failure to fulfill their campaign promises arrl to live up to the
principles of their party platfonns that political leaders in national life
forfeit the support that elected them to office. It is NOT a failure of
the. SYSTEM, but a failure on the, party of individuals•
CHAPrER III
NOMINATION, CAMPAIGN AND ELECTION PROCEDURE
The Kentucky Election Law provides for the selection of party
candidates for office through the medium of a Primary election. However,
time will not pemiit the nomination of trn party candidate by this method.
Therefore, the party nominating will be done by the party caucus for city
and county nominations arrl by Party State Convention for nomination to the
Party State Ticket. . . _
Every citizen of, Kentucky Girls• State should be determined to
aspire to elective or appointive office. She, therefore, should take an
active part int he caucus arrl convention of her party and become extremely
active in the campaign to insure the election of either herself or her
candidate.
Wednesday evening, each party in each city will assemble in
separate meetings for the purpose of selecting party chiefs and delegates to
the State Convention, and to the County Caucus, Each party in each city
will select 6 citizens as delegates to the Convention and to the Caucus, a
total of. 12 from each ci-cy, as the same citizen should not be a delegate to
both conventions.

(Note - this is not the procedure for Party Conventions in Kentucky, but
special procedure for Girls' State, due to the time limitations•)
Immediately after this election of delegates, the citizens will reassemble
in the tm parties to hold their Party Conventions. The 6 delegates from
each city to the State Convention will assist in the selection of the
state tickets for their party after electing a Temporary Convention Chairman,
wro becones the Perne.nent Party Chairman. They will also aid in the selection of the Comnittees to draw the Party Platfonn and will cast their vote
for or against the various provisions.
Thursday morning, the delegates to the County Convention v~ll elect
a County Chairman for their party. They will also select the candidates for
the elective offices in the County. After an address on city government,
the citizens will divide into the two cities and hold a convention or caucus
to select a Ci-cy Party Chairman and to nominate the candidates for the
elective offices in the ci. ty according to its size.
Nominating speeches will be important for nomination, especially at
the State Convention. If you are a carrlidate, select someone to make your
nominating speech; also one or more to make a 11 second 11 speech. If the girl
is not a delegate, select a delegate to ask permission of the Convention to
present your speaker for the purpose of making a nomination.
During the campaign rally Thursday afternoon, each Party will be
permitted one keynote speaker, to talk on her Party issues arrl for the entire
Party ticket. This girl should be carefully selected by the State Chairman
and the State Candidates. The State Chairman of each Party will be permitted
to speak and present the candidates of the State ticket. The Candidate for
Governor will be the only one permitted to speak but the others on the State
ticket will be introduced. They must rjse and be recognized.
Remember that NO CITIZEN, regardless of party affiliation, is bound
to vote for all candidates nominated on the party ticket. Eve:ry citizen has
the privilege granted him under the Constitution of the United States of
America to vote in secret and as his (or her) conscience dictates. It is
the sacred duty, however, of each citizen to cast his vote for the candidate
of his choice, thereby insuring a government BY and FOR the people.
You nmst remember that at the conclusion of the general election,
Thursday afternoon, only one candidate for . each office in each city, the
county, and the state will be elected. Therefore, one candidate for each
office will be defeated. Government is a serious business. You must be
able to win or lose alike. That is true Arrerican citizenship. If elected,
prepare to assume your duties. Time will not permit all the off icials to
carry out all the duties of their respacti ve offices, but the Governor will
act while the legislature is' in session, Friday morning. Moreover, the
Governor must be prepared to give an "Inaugural address" Friday afternoon,
at the Inaugural ceremonies.
"ROBERT 1S RULES OF O:RDER 11 will govern in all deliberative groups
in Kentucky Girls I State. In all sessions of any sort, City, County, or
State, a member desiring to address the chair shall rise and call clearly,
"Madron Chairman". The chairman will then indicate the person to be recognized
by calling her name or by pointing or nodding. The girl thus recognized
as being entitled to the floor nmst then give her title, name and county or
ci-cy-; thus 11 Representati ve Green of Blackburn County", Councilman Black of
Sullivan City", or "Delegate Redd of Stamper City".
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The Chainnan of the meeting shall declare any person 11 out of order 11
who fails to announce her title, in this manner, before making any motion
or addressing any remarks to the assembly. In referring to other members
when addressing the assembly, the speaker must use an impersonal designation
such as "The last speaker", "The 1 a:iy from Stami:;er City 11 , or the 11 Senator
from Blackburn County".
CHAPTER IV

STATE GOVERNMfi:NT
PURPOSE

The main purposes of a general state government are:
a. To establish a form of governmental organization that will apply
to all communities ani divisions of the state.
b. The set geor,raphical boundaries.
c. To promote education and general welfare throughout the state.
d. To provide for representation in the national government.
DEPARTMENTS

Three principal deµi.rtment, s arc recognized by the state, but they are
not fully independent of each other. The three departments and their principal
agencies are as follo,-vs:
a. LEGISLATIVE - the law-making body, consisting of the General Assembly:
made up of the Senate and the House of Representatives.
b. EXECUTIVE - the law-enforcing body, headed by the Governor, and
Lieutenant Governor, followed by a rmmber of administrative departments.
c. JUDICIAL - the law-e:1.""Plaining body, represented by the Court of
Appeals.
LEGISLA TIWE
THE SENA'IE
THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES -

EXECUTIVE
GOVERNOR.

The Governor is the executive officer of the Conrrnonwealth.

To qualify, the Goven1or must be thirty years of age, a citizen and
resident of Kentucky for six years.
The tenn of office is for four years, but after serving the term for
mich he was elected by the people, the Governor is ineligible to succeed
himself for the next four years.
In case of a contested election for Governor the General Assembly has
provided for a decision by a joint committee of the two houses.

/;

The term of the Governor begins on the fifth Tuesday following his
election, arrl continues until his successor has qualified. This throws
him into office a few weeks before the General Assembly meets, and permits
him to lay plans for the coming legislative session.
In order that the Governor may properly discrarge his duties arrl meet
his social obligations he is provided with a state mainsion furnished and
free of rent. He is also allovred to employ a private secretary and is given
an expense account, known as the Contingent Fund, for the necessary expenses
of his office.
The Governor is Commander-in-Chief of the armed forces of the state
except when they are called into the service of the United States. However,
he dces not personally commarrl in the field unless advised to do so by the
General Assembly.
From time to time the Governor gives the General Assembly infonnation
of the state of the Commonwealth. In extrodinary cases he convenes.the
Assembly~ proclamation, stating in his call what subjects only mey be
considerE..>d.
The general enforcement of all laws rests upon the Governor and his
subordinates.
The function ef the Governor which is after all best known to the
citizens is perhaps his part in the making of laws. Bills aro introduced
in the Assembly as "Administration measures, 11 it is said. This means that
they have the Governor's approval in advance. The Governor does not hesitate
to confer with members of the Assembly mile these bills are pending, and
to present his reasons for supporting th em. When any bill has been passed,
the Governor's power of veto may be exercised.
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR. The Lieutenant Governor is elected at the same
time, in the same manner, and for the same term as the Governor• His
qualifications are the same as those of the Governor, and he also is unable
to succeed himself.
The Lieutenant Governor is president of the Senate. He debates all
subjects, and when the Senate is equally divided he casts the deciding vote.
A vacancy in the office of Governor by his death, resignation, removal
from office, absence from the state, or inability to act for any reason, is
fi1+ed by the Lieutenant Governor, until another .is elected and qualified, or
the Governor is again able to act, In case the Governor is on trial before
the Senate for misconduct in office, the Lieutenant Governor doos not act as
president of the Senate during the trial, nor docs he take any part in the
proceedings. The Chief Justice of the Court of Appeals presides during the
trial. If the Governor should be removed from office during the first two
years of his term, a new election is held to choose his successor.

When the Lieutenant Governor's office falls vacant for my reason, the
president pro tern of the Senate presides over that boey, and in case both
Governor and Lieutenant Governor are unable to function, the president pro
t.em becomes Governor,

J
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To provide for an unusual emergency the Secretary of State acts as
Governor if the three officers already named should all be incapacitated,
and to further insure that the state shall never be without an executive
officer, the Attorney Gemral comes next in line.
JUDICIAL
THE COURT OF APPEALS -

ADMINISTRATIVE DEPARTME1'T S
The Reorganization Act of 1936 divided the functions of the state among
the Governor, arrl tre following administrative departments and independent
agencies:
CONSTITUTIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE DEPARTMENTS:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

The Goveroor
Department of
Department of
Departrrent of
Depc>.rtment of
Departrrent of
Department of

State
Law
Treasury
Agriculture, Labor and Statistics
:Education
Military Affairs

STATUTORY ADMINISTRATIVE DEPARI'MEtmTS:
a.
b.
c.
d.

e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Department
Department
Department
Dep:1rtment
Department
Dep artirent
Department
Depart11Ent
Depart1Tent

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

Finance
Revenue
Highways
Welfare
Health
Industrial Relations .
Business Relations
Conservation
Library and Archives

INDEPENDENT AGENCIES:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e•
f.

Audi tor of Public Accounts
Legislative Council
Board of Election Commis si one rs
Railroad Commission
State Racing Commis si. on
Public Service Commission.
GOVERNOR

See Page
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

The Departrrent of State has custody of the official seal of the state,
keeps a seal of its office, and is guardian of all rooks, records, deeds,
maps, and papers belonging to that office. All official acts of the Governor
arrl of the Secretary have attachep. to them the offi ci.al seal just mentioned.

The head of the Department of State is the Se cretary of State, elected
every four years by popular vote. He must be thirty years of age, and for
two years past a reside nt of the state.
DEPARTMENT OF LAW
Tho Departrent of Law r epresents tho state in all legal matters. This
covers all cases in the Court of Appe als; or any other court in or out of
the state, in which the Commonwealth may be a party. All departmmts of the
state look to the Department of Law for l egal counsel.
The head of the DeIE, rtment of Law is the Attorney General. He must
have been a practicing l awyer for eight years pr evious to election, and for
two years a resident of the state, and must be thirty years of age . His
term is for four years.
DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY
The Deps.rtment of Treasury receives all state truce s and money, pays
out such money on prope r warrant, and r eports r egularly to the Gov ernor on
all receipts and e xpenditures. It is crn.rged with such supervision of
insuranc e companies as will guarantee safety to citizens dealing with those
comps.nies.
The head of the Departme nt of Tre asury is the State Treasurer. His
qualifications are an age of thirty, ani two years of prior resident in the
state. He is ele cted for a four y ear term. He must provide a bond of

$300,000.
DEPARTMENT OF ,AGRICUI!URE, LAIDR AND STATISTICS
The · Department of Agriculture, Lal::or and Statistics exercises all administrativ e functions r elative to the inter ests of agriculture. Its
biennial report include s an a nalysis of rural labor con:iitions in the state.
The head of this departrent is the Commissioner of Agriculture, labor
and Statistics. He is elected every four years.
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
The Dep:i.rtment of Education has under its jurisdiction the management
and control of the common schools, of higher education for negroes, and of
vocati. onal education and rehabilitation.
The head of the Department of Education is the Sui:;erintendent of Public
Instruction. He is elected eve-ry four years. · He nrus t be at least thirty
years of age and a resident of tm state for tv.o years. It is his duty to
execute under the direction of the State Board of Education, all policies,
rules, an:i regulations of the Board.
DEPARTMENT OF MII.JTARY AFFAIRS
The Dep:i.rtrrent of Military Affairs consists of the three following
divisions:
a.
b.

c.

National Guard
Veterans
Armor.i. es.
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The Governor appoints the Adjutant General as executive head of this
department, and may remove him at pleasure. The Adjutant General must have
five years of military experience.
NATIONAL GUARD. The National Guard consists of units organized in the
various counties on written application of such numbers of eligible persons
as the Governor may prescribe. This application is submitted to the county
judge, and if he approves, it goes to the Adjutant General. Should the
Governor also approve, steps are taken to muster the unit into the Kentucky
National Guard. Recruits may then be enlisted.
The National Guard consists of the officers commanding the divisions
and brigades, the adjutant general's department, the judge advocate general's
department, the quartermaster corps, the medical department, the corps of
engineers, the ordnance department, the signal corps, and such other bodies
of infantry, field artillery, cavalry, and other arms of the service as may
be prescribed by the Governor. That nothing may interfere -wi.. th their discharge of duty, the officers and enlisted men in the Kentucky National Guard
are exempt from jury service.
VETERANS DIVISION. The veterans division handles the claims of disabled
ex-service men and women and their dependents against the United States
Veterans• Administration an:l. other federal agencies. It continually surveys
the state to make certain there is no neglect of any disabled veteran or his
deperrlent.
General administration of this division rests with the Adjutant General,
who directs the work on advice from the Kentucky Disabled Ex-Service Men's
Board of three ex-officio IIBmbers, the Lieutenant Governor, the State
Commander of the Americ?n Legion, and the Adjutant General.
ARMORIES. The Division of Armories is known as the Armories Conunission
o~ Kentucky. It provides adequate armory 1:uildings and grounds for the
Kentucky National Guard through the Arnnry Fund. This fund is annually appropriated to an amount equal to three cents for each resident of the state
according to the last federal census. The division is headed by a director
experienced in the management of real estate.
DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE
The Department of Finance has control of the state's financial plans
and operation, and other matters related thereto. Every requisition for a
disbursement from the State Treasury for any purpose must be ~;proved by the
Department of Finance before a warrant can be drawn. No unpaid warrants can
· be stamped interest-bearing by the Department of the Treasury until the
Department of Finance approv es.
Its head is the Corrmissioner of Finance. He is appointed by the Governor
The work of the Dep:i.rtment of Finance falls under four main divisions; budget,
accounts arrl control, purchases and public properties, and personal efficiency.
DIVISION OF THE BUDGET. The Division of the Budget is responsible for
the development of financial policies and plans for consideration by the
Governor in recommendation of a budget to the General Assembly. Subject to
the approval of the Governor, the Commissioner of Finance may serve as
director of the budget, or a director may be appointed who is acquainted with
the method and technique of public budgeting.

DIVISION OF ACCDUNTS AND CONTliDi. The Division of Accounts and
Control is expected to establish a system of accounting and reporting
for the state's income and expenditures, ani financial transactions
generally. Its head is a controller, preferably a certified public
accountant, who has had substantial experience in federal, state or local
auditing-.
DIVISION OF PURCHAS:S AND PUBLIC PROPERTIES. The Divji::;ion of Purchase
and Public Properties either itself or by designated agent purchases for
the state all supplies, materials, and equipment, except library books aod
scientific equipment. With the approval of the Governor it sells all state
property not needed or unsuitable for public use. It fixes standards of
quantity and quality for all supplies and equipment. It maintains records
of supplies for various classes of purchases, unit costs under contract,
and trends of prices. It operates a mail md messenger service for all
agencies at the capitol and handles all postage for the state. All buildings
arrl grounds owned or leased for the use of the state, and not f or the exclusive use of some one agency, are managed and maintained by this divisiom.
The division allocates the space in all ruildings to the agencies of government according to their needs. The division is headed by a purchasing agent
who must have four years of responsible experience in purchasing, or the
equivalent.
DIVISION OF PERSONNEL EFF ICIENCY. The Di vision of Personnel Efficiency tests and passes upon the qualifications of all applicants for appointment· and promotion in the- state service. · It establi.s hes··lists from · ·
which appointments may be nade to the various positions. In its o ffice is
maintained a roster of all state employees. It ascertains the correctness
of all payrolls before they are authorized for payment. It records all duties
and responsibilities pertaining to the various state positions, studies the
rates of compensation for similar services elsewhere, ani prepares a sched~le of fair compensation. It administers training courses and rating
systems for employees.
The Divi~ion of Personnel Efficiency has no control over heads of state
departments, menb ers of state boards or commissions, judge and clerks of
courts and their employees , employees of the General Assembly, heads of the
state higher institutions of learning and the staffs of instruction in
those institutions.
This division is headed by a director, chosen on the basis of training,
experience, arrl other qualificati ons. He nn.ist have had four years experience
in personnel management or equivalent experience, arrl preferably should have
had training in pe rsonnel administration.
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
The Department of Revenue had administrative power over all taxing
agencies. It is divided into the divisions of general taxation, motor
vehicles, local finance, r es earch an:1 statistics.
It is headed by a commissioner of 'Revenue. He is appointed by the
Gov ernur. The Govemr also appoints for four-year t erms two associate
Commissioners, who with the Commis sioner of Revenue constitute the Kentucky
State Tax Commission. Each associat e commissioner heads a division of the
Department of Revenue as directed by th e Commissioner of Revenue.
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KENTUCKY STATE TAX COMMISSION. The Kentucky State Conmission makes
assessments, hears appeals on assessments, arrl. reviews those made by other
au thori ties •
DIVISION OF GENERAL TAXATION. The Division of General Taxation performs
functions relating to the administration of the tax laws of Kentucky, as required by the Commissioner of Revenue. It is headed by a director who is to
have had four years of e:xperience in the field of taxation. If the Comznissioner of Revenue meets these qualifications he may act as director with the
approval of the Governor.
DIVISION OF MOTOR VEHICLES. The Di vision of Motor Vehicles is charged
w.i.th the registration of all motor vehicles, and it ney, if directed by the
Commissioner of Revenue, administer the gasoline tax. This covers the
issuance of the annual license tags which must be displayed on all automobiles.
The division is headed by a director mo must have had at least four years of
responsible administrative experience.
DIVISION OF IDCAL FINANCE. The Division of Local Finance investigates,
examines, and supervis es the accounts and operation of local governments and
their officers. It is headed by a director, preferably a certified public
accountant, acquainted with the nanagement of local finances an:l with an
experience of fn.ur years in that work.
DIVISION OF RESEARCH AND STATISTICS. The Division of Research must
compile and analyze infonro.tion relative to taxation and finance in the state
and its political divisions. It is also directed to study taxation in
Kentucky or elsewh ere from time to time, as the Commissioner of Reverrue may
dir ect, and to report the r esults in the form desired. This division is
headed by a director with four years of exp:irience in research, at least three
of them in the field of taxation and public finance.
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
The Department of Highways has all the functions
construction, reconstruction, ani maintenance of state
It is divided into five divisions: records, equipment
patrol. Each division performs the duties assigned it
of Highways, and is headed by a dj_rector.

connected with the
roads arrl. bridges.
maintenance, and
by the Commissioner

The Departrrent of Highways is headed by a Commissioner of Highways.
With the Governor's approval he appoints as his own a State Highways Engineer,
a civil engineer with at least four years of engineering experience after
receiving his engineering degree. This engineer is the technical advisor of
the Commissioner, and supervises all construction and maintenance of the
higpways.
STATE HIGifvYAYS COMMISSEON. The State Highways Commission serves in an
advisory capacity to tre Commissioner of Highways, mo is its chairman. In
addition to him it has nine members appointed by the Governor for four-year
terms. One commissioner is appointed from each congressional district. The
commissioners of the nine districts are expected to ascertain the condition
of state highways in their respective districts, and the need of highways
development therein.
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DEPARTMENI' OF WELFARE
The Department of Welfare is concerned. with the treatment of dependent
delinquent, arrl defecti~e classes, in institutions and outside institutions.
Youth and old age ar e l:oth concerned.
The better to dischar ge its functions this Department has t aken over all
duties of the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

The
The
The
The
The
The

Kentucky
Kentucky
Kentucky
Home for
Hospital
Trustees

Crippled Children's Co:rmnission
Children's Home Society
Home Society for Colored Children
Incurables
of the Red Cross Association (Colored)
of the Kentucky Confederate Home

The Department is headed by a Commissioner of Welfare, advis ed by a
Board of welfare. The latter is composed of five members, serving fouryear terms, appointed by the Governor.
The divisions of the Department of Welfare are five in number, as
follows:
DIVISION OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE. The Division of Public Assistance
supervises assistance to the needy aged,carries out the laws relative to
old-age assistance and pensions, an:l submits a complete report of its work
cov ering amounts expended and number aided. The di rector is a person
trained and experienced in wolf are -work.
DIVISION OF CHIID vVELFARE. The Division of Child Welfare supervises
assistance to dependent childr en. Its director is thoroughly trained and
experienc ed in child welfare work.
DIVISION OF ~ENTAL HYGI&1E . The Division of Mental Hygiene supervises
the state institutions for the insane, and the Kentucky Feeble-N~nded Institute. Its dir ector is a person trained ar.d experienced in mental hygiene
work.
DIVISION OF CORRECTIONS. The Division of Corrections administers the
State Refonnatory, the State Penitentiary, and the House of Reform. Its
drr ector is a specialist in th e mnagemcnt of prisons and criminal groups.
IABORATORY OF CRIMINAL IDENTIFICATION AJID STATISTICS. The laboratory
of Criminal Identification arrl Statistics is equipped and maintained f0r
the purpose of filing finger prints, photographs, and other r ecords of use in
investigation of crime and the apprehension of criminals. Its superintendent
has successful experience in 'criminology.
DEPART:N.lENT OF HEALTH
The Depart!TB nt of Health exercises all the functions of the state
relative to public health, sanitation, food and drug control, the prevention
ar.d control of communicable disease. Its bureaus include:
a.
b.
c.

Bureau of Tuberculosis
Bureau of Vital Statistics
Bureau of Food and Drugs
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d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
1.

Bureau
Bureau
Bureau
Bureau
Bureau
Bureau
Bureau
Bureau
Bureau

of Sanitation
of Epidemology arrl Bacteriology
of Hotel Inspection
for Prevention of Trachema and Blindness
of Child Hygiene
of Housing
of Public Health Education
of Venereal Disease
of Public Heal th Nursing

The Department of Health is managed by a board of nine members. All
members , except nne are practitioners of medicine. The exception is a
secretary and state health officer, elected by the Board. The term of members
is six years. The Governor appoints all except the secretary.
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
The Department of Industrial Relations exercises all the functions of
the state concerned. wtth the relations of employer and employee, and the
safety of the v.orker. It is headed by a Commissioner of Industrial Relations.
WORKMEN •S COMPENSATION BOAID
The Workmen's Compensation Board is a part of the Department of
Irrlustrial Rela ti. ons. They supervise the arrangeITB nt s which must be made
cy- law for the compensation of workmen or their families in case of injury
or death while on duty. The Board is composed of three members appointed by
the Governor for a four-year t erm.
DEPARTivENT OF BUSINESS REIATIONS
Tho Dep:3.rtment of Business Relations exercises the functions of the
state relative to motor transportation, alcoholic liquors, banking institutions, insurance, and professional practice of various groups of people.
The head of this dep:3.rtment is a Commissioner of Business Relations, who is
chainnan of the Public Service Commission. His department is divided into
six divisions, the directors of vhich are appointed by the Governor.
DIVISION OF MO'IOR TRANSPORTATION. Tho Division of Motor Transportation
regulates motor vehicles for hire and their operation. The qualifications
of the director include four years experience in motor vehicle regulation or
its equivalent.
DIVISION OF ALCOHOUC CONTROL. The Division of Alcoholic Control, is
concerned -wi. th the enforcement of state regulations on alcohol. Its director
must have four years experience in business regulations or the equivalent.
DIVISION OF BAN KING. The Di vision of Banking onfo rces tho regulations
of the state relating to banks, trust companies, arrl other financial institutions. The director must have had at least four years of successful business experience.
DIVISION OF SECURITIES~ The Di vision of Securities regulates the sale
of securities, and endeavors to prevent imposition on the people by sellers of
fake stocks and bonds. The director must have had four years of successful
business experience.
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DIVISION OF INSURANCE. The Division of Insurance exercises the
obligations of the state to protect its citize ns who invest in insurance.
Its director must have had four years of business experience.
DIVISION OF PROFESSION.AL RSGULATION. The Division of Professional
Regulations has charge of licensing many groups of professional workers,
whose occupations are of grave importance to th e welfare of the people.
Among these may be mentiored architects, barbers, beauticians, chiropractors,
pharmacists, and nursese
DEPARTI.E NT OF CONSERVATION
Tho Department of Conse rvation has duties fairly explained by its
name. It has to do with both natural resources ard historical interests.
Its work is cared for by five divisions, ea.ch under a director, and all
ur.der a Commissioner of Cons ervation.
DIVISION OF GAME AND FISH. The Division of Garre and Fish has charge of
conserving the game and fish of t he state. The director is advised by a
commission of five rernbers, appointed by the Governor for a four-year term.
DIVISION OF PARKS. The Division of Parks has charge of the parks,
museums, arrl monuments of the state.
DIVISION OF FORESTRY. The Division of Forestry has the duty of protecting, conserving and maintai ning the for e st areas controlle d by the state.
The director must have had four years experieoc e in forestry work or the
equivalent.
DIVISION OF STATE FAIR. The Division of State Fair has charge of the
annual state fair, including th e award of premiums, expenditur e of money on
t~ fair property an::l the acquisition of additional property for fair purposes,
DIVISION OF ARCHAEOLOGY. The Division of Archaeology is under th e
head of the Department of Archaeology, of the University of Ke ntucky. It
has char ge of colle ction, classification, an::l preserving of archaeological
relics and materials, the maint enance of places of archaeological importance.
The Department of Library and Arc liv es has charge of th e library work
of the state, includ:in g the Library of the :Commonwealth and the State Law
Library.
The entire depa rtIJEnt is urder the d i r ection of a State Librarian, who
must be a prof essionally trained librarian, wi.th at least four years experience in library administration.
LIBRARY EXTENSION DIVISION. The Library Extension Di vision seeks to
provide library facilities to all conrnunities of the state. The assistant
librarian in charge of it must have the same training as the Sta t e Librar~an,
with two years of library experience.
LEGISLATIVE AND LAW LIBRARY. The Legislative and Law Library collects
and preserves all legislative records and law work of the state, along with
such library naterials as are available through the Kentucky Historical
Society. The assistant librarian ih charge must be a graduate of a standard
law school.

AUDITOR OF PUBLIC ACCCUNTS
The Auditor of Public Accounts audits the accounts of all offices of
the state and of the state institutions, audits all accounts against the
state, adjusts and settles clairrs in favor of the state, and approves the
borrl of various treasurers in the state. The Auditor is elected by popular
vote for a four-year term.
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
The Legislative Council is a body interrled to aid in setting legislation in motion more promptly and wisely when the General Assembly meets.
It collects info:nnation concerning the problems arrl needs of the state, and
studies the operation of the laws already in effect. It confers with
officials of other states in the interest of unifonn legislation on common
problems. As a result of those activities it prepares a legislative program
for presentation to the next session of the General Assembly.
The Council is made up of five senators, five representatives and five
administrative officials of the state government. The Lieutenant Governor
names the first of those groups, the Speaker of the House of Representatives
names the secorrl, and the Governor selects the third. A majority vote of
each house is necessary to retify the choice of its five members. The
Governor is an honorary memb er of the Council, an:l the Lieutenant Gr,vernor
and Speaker are members ex-officio. To assure proper representation of both
political parties, not more than three members from either house should belong to the same political party.
BOARD OF ELECTION CO!vJ,,ISSIONERS
The State Board of Election Corrmissioners has general supervision over
all elections and any dispute that nay arise therefrom. The Board includes
two corrmissioners appointed by the Governor each July for a period of one
year. One is frnm each of the two strongest political parties. The Clerk
of the Court of App eals is the presiding officer and third member of the Board.
RAILROAD CO MMISSION
The Railroad Commission has supervision over the railroads of the state,
and sees that laws concerning them are enforced. The Commission consists
of three conmissioners, elected for four ye ars of popular vote.
STATE RACING COMMISSION
The State Racing Commission prescribes the rules and regulations
This does not
apply ~o trotting races. The Commission consist of five members, three of
whom are breeders arrl raisers of thoroughbred stock.
governing running races, arrl is'sue s licenses for racing.

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
The Public Servide Commission has control of the utilities of the
Commonwealth. The Commission may establish rates, fares, tolls, or schedules
whom existing charges are found to 'be unjust. The commission consists of
three members appointed by the Governor for four years, with the advice and
consent of the Senate. Not more than two members can belong to the same
political party.

GOVERNOR'S CABINET
The Governor's Cabinet is composed of the heads of all the administrative departments. It me ets at least monthly in accordance with its own
rules. Its business is to consider general administrative policies, and
procedure, and the relations between the departments and other agencies.
Just as the Legislative Council exists to harmonize and plan in the legislative field, so the Governor's Cabinet is expected to introduce harmony and
unity into the execution of the laws.
NOl'E: The foregoing chapter on 11 State Government 11 was prepared. from "KENTUCKY
CIVICSII, edited arrl copywrighted by Olin w. Davis, Superintendent of Schools,
Deyton, Kentucky, with his consent and a:wroval.
CHAPTER V
COUNTY GOVERNMENT
A county is a subdivision of a State for the purpose of administering
government •
I

Each crunty provides a dequate machinery and equipment to conduct
the county business and carry _out the laws.
County officials with a few exceptions a re elected by the people for
a term of four years.
OFFICERS
CONMISSIONERS: Any county in the State so desiring may have three
corrmissioners, to be elected from the county at large, who together vvith the
Judge of the county constitute and fiscal court of the county.
COUNTY CLERK: The county clerk is custodian of county r ecords. He
records deeds, morgages, -wills, l eases, etc. His office takes charge of
registration of voters ani of elections. He is cle rk of the fiscal court
and the juvenile court. It is his duty to issue all licenses for th~ county.
SHERIFF: The sheriff enforces the laws in his county, arrl collects
taxes for county and state . He appoints sufficient deputies to assist him.
TREASURER: The county treo.surer r e ceives and holds all money of the
county, arrl pays it out only upon proper order from th e fiscal court. The
Treasurer is appointed l:lf the fiscal court.
COMMONWEAL'IH ATTORNEY: A commonwealth attorney is el octed in each
county, but is consid ered a stat e officer. He is chief prosecutor in all
criminal cases in circuit court, and has char ge of grand jury investigation.
He serves for a t erm of six years.

From n. 0-JllctllA ft&.
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COUNTY ATTORNEY: The county attorney attends all county and fiscal
court sessions in tlrl county, and conducts all cases in which the interest
of the county is concerned. It is his duty to oppose the allowance of all
unjust claims or claims not legally presented. The various county officials
call upon him for legal advice concerning the county b.lsiness •
COUNTY JUDGE: The rounty judge presides over county, quarterly, fiscal,
and juvenile courts.

TAX COMMISSIONER: The tax co:rmnissioner keeps a record of all real and
persmal property in the county, and assesses it for taxation.
CORONER: The principal duty of the coroner is to hold an inquest, with
the assistanc e of a jury, over the body of any person who may have come to
a violent death, one who has died without witness, or W'lo had died in prison.
COUNTY ENGINEER: The county engineer, appointed by the fiscal court
for a term of two years, has charge of all county roads, ditches, and other
problems of wilding maintenance or new construction.
BUDGET COMMISSION: The county budget commission consists of the county
judge, county attorney, ard one member appointed by the fiscal court.
The Budget cannussion makes a detailed investigation of each activity
for which the county expends funds, with tre exception of education. It
then prepares a detail ed budget, and a statement of receipts to oo expected
from various sources of income. This budget must be approved by the State
Depg.rtment of Finance.
COUN'IY CaJRT:
QUARTERLY COURT:
JUVENILE COURT:

FISCAL COURT:
COU}.J"'TY RJAD SYSTEM: Each county maintains a road system, under the
dire ct control and supervision of the fiscal court and the county engineer.
COUNTY HEALTH DEPARI'MENT: Each county may provide for a heal th
deµ:i.rtment, and select a health officer to be paid from the general funds
of the county.
TAX RATE:

The c-..ounty may levy a property tax to ·meet its expenses.

NOTE: The foregoing chapt er on 11 County Government" was prepared from
"KENTUCKY CIVICS", edited and copywrighted by Olin W. Davis, Superintendent
of Schools, DqVto!1, Kentucky, with his consent and approval.

--CHAPl'ER VI

LEGISLATIVE ORGANIZATION
--------

GENERAL ASSEMBLY
The Kentucky law-making body is commonly referred to as tho State
Legislature, but its official name is the General Assembly. It is composed
of two brcnches - the House and the Senate. The House is composed of 100
members, each elected for terms of two years from districts which were
created on the basis of population. Since there are 120 counties in Kentucky,
each does not have a single Representative, t~o counties being consolidated
in many instances to form one district. Some of the more populous counties
have more than one Representative, Jefferson County being the largest with
11 Representatives. The Senate has 38 members, who also are elected from
districts. However, they arc nancd for four-year terms. So that the Senate
will always have nicmbers with experience, half of the members are elected
every two years.
Each member of the Kentucky General Assembly is paid $10.00 a day for
the days attending sessions of the legislature, but no other salary. Regular
sessions are held for 60 days every two years, beginning the first Monday in
January following the election of Representatives in November. Sr,e cial
sessions may te called by the Governor to pass on matters that he may consider of an errergency nature.
Before any measure can become a law, it must be passed by both houses
of the General Assembly. It must also be signed by the Governor or be
pennitted by him to become a law without his signature. If he does not vote
a bill within 10 days after it has been passed and delivered to him, it
'becomes a law without his signature. The legislature may pass a bill over·
the veto of the Governor with the approval of a majority of the elected
members of each house.
All measures for the raising of revenue must originate in the House,
but all other measures may be introduced in either the House or Senate.
Members of the House must be at least 24 years of age when they take their
seats and members of the Senate must be 30 years of age, or more.
The Lieutenant Governor is the presiding officer of the Senate, and he
should call the Senate to order in the room designated for it at the conclusion of the party caucus meetings, appoint a temporary clerk, call the
roll of members, arrl have the oath of office administered to the members by
the Circuit Judge, or by a judge of the Court of Appeals if members of this
court have been elected. Tlle fonn of the oath required by the Kentucky
Constitution follows: 11 I do solemnly swear that I will support the Constitution of the United States and the Constitution of this Commonwealth, and
be faithful and true to the Commonwealth of Kertucky so long as I continue a
citizen thereof, and that I will faithfully execute, to the best of my abili-cy,
the office of (fill in here the name of the office) accoroing to law; arrl I
do further solemnly .swear that since the adoption of the pesent Constitution,
I, being a citizen of this State, have not fought a duel with deadly weapons
within this State, nor out of it, nor have I sent or accepted a challenge to
fight a duel with deadly weapons, nor have I acted as second in carrying a
challerge _, nor a:ided or assisted any person thus offending, so help me God. 11
The Speaker is the presiding officer of the House, but he is elected by
the House nembers.
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Mealtert ot~the •tut•m ~1, the taoul•ty au the amwdstn.tioii. ot TrazmJl;
'ftDla College w..loa18 the oppc,l"tum.ty
preaentecl in the orgtmlsition -ot the
first Girls• Stat• 1a-Kint\10lq4 l'h•
school is partieularly happy- that
eireusutancea haw niade it possible
tor the proje~t to---._. conducted at
historic Hapdltoa Balle

I
•t

we ttieh to bid all Mmber• ot ,the Girla •
Ste.te welcome am g1ve yc,a our beat,

Yo-. ladles er lentueq Girl•• state a
Th• lffluok)i' Deput•nt ot t!lt Amlitrican
Iaglen. Auxiliary ha• long 1oake4 tOIM.1'4 to the ·time when it would apouor 1ta
't
tlr-' cmts·• · stATB. TadaJ our clreaa hae
I
beooae .• reality,
1:xteacl to you a
m.oat oord1al welccm•• •

and."•

'.
I

W...,haw an-anged a pi"bgfta ot ltud.7 u4
amu811lent whioh we hoi,e will l;NI _not only
ND1t1Gie.l bub entert&inin&•

It ii our ee.riwst desire that you enjoy
eYery minute of your "liait a.m that, be•
eause ot it, you will aaquir• a lmavledge
ot citiaenlhip &nd good govt.1ment, which
will enable ;ou to ban e. better UJ:14er-

....a1ng ot your reeponaibility aa citi•

zene · and will help you to realize more - 1'ull7· your oblia,tions to your commmity,
ata.te.., .aftd nation.
Cordially yours,

l

Hrs. Rayaolld r. Comell
atCBIDS

June 11, lM?

,'
tI

wishea tor a highly suocesstul meeting.
Ye• may find our caapws rather I ~
ainee )'OU are here just as we are rest•

tr• strem.io,ua activities or OU'
week•end which closed only
MOZJd.&)' night am an ree,.dying ourselvea
for the opening ot the summer qua,rter
ing

I commencement

I'
t

'!
iI

next week.

RCMtwr •

we

hope that o'UI'

facilities will pl•• you and that
may fi.nd. the opportunity to become
tamil1&r with ov campus.

1••

!
I

'
'

U!t•S SDO OUR GRACE

Do yo• pick up a tune eid.ly? Ren an
the WOFdl ot the "S1.22ging Grace" which
Oreldu t.1
will
be ii1ed bef'ore meal,, Mr-•• Pnat Fwsh•e who •ssemble4 t~ dcu'f .
"Ilea.wnly- Fatlwr, kind am goo4,
.ef ~ • to inltruct you ia pa.rty oa..u• !
. Thanks wo otter tor · thia too4,
liiCt ~ .,. Fa)'Wtte Count7 •htrllt tor l.eid:
Blei, it to ov ·uae,,-w6 pray~
1ag • · 1 -1n1e.ture voting muldu to lt\147.. ;

Make ou:r aenioe Thine• tcday."

A MBSSACII ntCJf aJR GllUB' STATE CJllmHd

"BILLO" FllClf OtJll FmNCE CHAIRHAH

Dear Citisena ot Gitls• state,

For the pa1t tew weeks I haw been
shuttling your regiatration·oards, giving you a political party, a city,
and a roam. Sillce our enrollment is
smaller than we at first anticipated,
it seemed best to haft only one county.

We ot the .American X.g1on Auxiliary IN
proud ancl happy to haw yq_u with ua in

our first Kentucky Girl•' State. 1· am
truly delighted to greet each ot thj
11xty-f'i've girls enrolled and to say
that we expeot to be Tery happy together
during this week. You are assured of a
good time because 10 many things have
been plamied tor you.
Perhaps acne ot you will a1pire to high
otfiae. It will be tun to comuct a.
good, clean oampaign, clon•t you think?
We shall e.11 be tast triend1 with ewry
girl here. am I hope that many lasting
friendship• will be tormed.

Assigning rooms wa1 the harde,t ot all:
I wuted to give eaoh ot you a north•
east window. But house• mat haw
four wa.lllJ 10 I selected at rand.om,
o.ncl I hope you will be plea.sect with

the roan assigned you.
A• Finance Chairman I we lo ome you in
the name ot the Ulit1, Posts, and
other organizations that &re mking
poasi\le your stay with ua.

It is a pleasure to sel"'ft ae your chai:r•

man.

Mrs.

w.c.

Wilson

PIANS OF OUR DIRECTOR•

We will follow the , . . routine every
Dear Girls,
A■

we aHemble

morniDg:

tor our tirat Kentucky

Girls• Ste.te, we need to make plans so·
that the freedom of one citizen may not
interfere with the rights ot another~
'We hope we will not have to make mny
rules as we wish the atmosphere ot this
Girls• state to be aa homelike as pois•
■ ible.

Promptne11 when the bell rings tor rising,
meals, and assembly will de much to make
life more pleasant tor ewryone. Our
time is limited; eo we must make use ot
enry minute.
At Girl■' State it is considered oourte•
oua tor the girls to remaia aea.ted at
table until those seated at the counsel•
ors table leave.
Our

entire start is de1irou1 ot helping

at me introduce tliema
Counselor • Hrs. Faust Foushee •Room 116
(Hrs. Al6ert Campbell " 218
Advisor• •(Hise Fay Cham.pion
~ 318
(Mrs. Marie Powers
~-- 114
Tranaylmia •
Franks
Rom 117
Donn Director;:; lfr•• Ethel Squire• " 201
You can £ind III at night in RoOlll 228.

6:30 Rising bell
7110 Flag raising
1 :50 Breakfast
8al0 Room preparation
8:25 Roam inspection
8:30 Aasembly in Auditoriua
12:00 wneh
Thursday Afternoon
1100 Assembly
5 :50 Picnic supper e.t Grille
. 1 :30 Stunt night
FridayAft~rnoon
-2:00

Inauguration

6100 Dinner
8:00 Inaugural Ball

Wednesday and Thursday Night
10 :00 Roll Call 1n rooms
10:30 Li~t• out
Friday RigHt
11:00 Farewell to t;Uests
11:15 Roll Call in rooms
11:30 Lights out.

you ·1n any way.

11r,.

To show our appreciation o.t'-the taeilit
ottered us here, let us take perfect ca.
or the buildings and. furnishings.

Very sincerely,

on ·- ACQUADTBD

WBDBBSDlY

~"'

PROORAH

J)A'f

I'

1s30 • 6100
'3r00 • 6100
SaOO

1,
~
I!

&160

UGIS'tRATlON
TOOR <Ji' TRABSYLVANIA CAMPUS
PREPARATICll Cl' RO<HI
MUE•UP 1'D1B

6aOO

DINNBR

,,so

EVENlNG ASSEMBLY

"Diffifcl"
PRAYER
WELC<J1E

Hi•• Frances Jemwit•, !lean ot w•n.
Transyl~ia Oolieg4t

Hrs. Raymond Oonneli
-·
ADDRESS . •omta• SWE" Hrs. S.Altor• Blaeklrurn
PARLIAMENTABY PROOEDlJRE Hiss Mary Maguire• Inltl'\\Ctor,
RISP(llSI

I

.Henry- Clay High School

OUR TEXT800K
111"1. J.E. lewis
iARff ORGANIZA.TICU
Hrs. Hai"garet Foushee, Mrs. Valla Rea4,-

l
I

llRTY LEADERS

Mrs~. Cecil Cant?'ill, Hrs, Preston John1a1t

CAUJUSr8 BY CITIES AID PARTIES

.

BIACDpBI MY

E?BC!ICD

PROGRAM
8:30 A.H.
8145
'

"STAR SPANG?.BP BA.DER"
_DEVO'l'IONAL
~
Hrs. J.J. Curtis
1'HE coum QlGANIZA!IOB Mrs. J .Bervey Kerr
COUHff GOVERNMENT
Hr. Charles Wylie, Attorney
cm GOVERNIGT Hr. J.E. Reeves, Assistant ProfeHor of Politica.1

Soienoe, lh~verlity of Kentucky
ot Finance,

Mre Freel Bezickart, Director

City of Isxington

Hr. Ra~oncl Connell, Paris Attorney

alGAIIZATIOlfINTO CITIES
1100 P.H.

z,oo

SaOO • 6100
'7130

PAR1'T AW CA)U)IJlATF.St SPEECHES '(CB'APEL)
VaJ:DG BY CITIFB

PRACTICE rm STUNT HIGH!
STUHT PROGRAH

II

Ii

I

I

RPJBIID

omu •- 11,,1011

-

, •i

'!'WO GIRI3 FRCII KE'BTOOllY GIRta• STATE WILL BE SEUX:TPD FCR OtJ'?STANDING
ACBIIVEHEN'l'S HERE •• TO ATmD GIRIS• NATICB AOOUST 9•14 D WASBINGTOO
D.C. WITH AIL EXPENSF.S PAID Bt NIE NATIONAL AMERICAN U:GION AtinLJARY.

.

PU.Jr ~ <lt~TIClr

SDCB om fmB l8 LDmlD ms ?Ell m mu WB ARE HOIDlWG om rmsT GIRLS• S!A'l'E
Fat THREm DAYS ntSTIW> OF ONE WBEt, IT IS ~ESSARY THAT WE DIVIDE OUR CITIZENS
INTO TWO CITIES IN ONE COUNTY• 1'J!E CI1'IES SHALL BE KNOWN AS STAr!PERVItLE AND
SUU.IVAN CITY. THESE NA.HES ARE GIVEN TO B<Bat THE lftfCRY OF tm. CARTER C. STAJ1P]!lR
OF BEATTYVILLE Am> MR. MICHAEL G. SULLIVAN OF FRANKFORT WHO SERVED THE AMERICAN
LEGION AS DEPARTMENT CCl1M!\NDERS FROM THIS DISTRICT.

m

or

COUNTY WHICH WE CRGANIZE SHALL BE lmON!f AS BIACKBURN COUNTY IN HC:WOR
MRS. S.ALFORD BIACKBURN Cl' VERSAIILES leO IS TBE OULY KENTtlCKIAlf TO SERVE AS HATIOIAL
PREStDENT OP THE AMERICAN LEGION AUXILIARY.

TWO POLITICAL PARTIES ARE DESIGNATED:

HATIC&i.a AND FEDERA~.

AS fflE Gmt STATERS ARE REGISTERED, THEY ARE ASSIGNED TO A CERTAIN CI1'Y AND POLITICAL
- PARTY BY LOI•
AU. GmL SrATERS ARE Cl1'IZENS ,;a A MrniICAL •9th :ff.ATE WHE!E THEY HAY icTtJALLY BBCCl1B
COGS IN THE rlHEBLS OF GOVERNl1ENT a THEY m.Y BE ELECTED TO CITY, COUNTY, AND STATE
OFFICF.$ OR HAY BE CITIZENS OF THIS Mn'HICAL 49th STATE AND AS SUCH HELP CARRY Otr.r THE

FUNCTIONS OF GOVERlfflENT.

OFP'!CIAIS TO BE EtmTID

stm

CITIF,S
!M.YCR
C<J1MISSIONERS
POLICE JUDGE

GOVERNClt

LIEtJTENAft GOVERNOR
ATTORNEY GENERAL

COMY

SECRETARY OF STATE

cmcun JUDGE

~

COUNTY A'l'TORNff

1'REASURm
AUDITcat
SlJPERINTDIDENT OF PUBLIC DSTRUCTIC
COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE
.. CIERK OF COURT OF APPiAU3

COUNTY COURT C?ElUC

~

Cot1fONWFALTR' S ATTORNEY
UIT CotJR! CLERK
COUNTY JUDGE

STATE RAILROt\D Cctffl~I~S

JAIIER
" SHERIFF
3 COUNTY TAX CO?tlISSicm:RS

4r HAGISTIW'ES
SUGGESTED

1. Girls• State shculd be continuei.
2. All sohool teachers with college degrees should reoeive 12400 annual
minim\.Ull ae.la.ry.
.

e.·

3. Adequate hospital facilities tor
veterans or all wars.
4. Equali1ation or pensiom tor wterane

9.

~-5.
,

PtATFCRHS

G.

of a.11 wars.
Hore extenaiw publicity tor Girl•'
State.
-Passage of la,r te make dual otrioe
holding illegal, if paf is drawn frQll

Sta.to. City, Town or County.

7.

10.

Kentucky should call • constitu•
tional convention.
Revise Kentucky's -tax system in
ordei- to encoure.go further d.tftlopment of her i,.atural resouroea.
The system of publio parka in
Kentucky be improved and publieized
to the extent that tourist trade
be increased.
Continue e.11 poesible support ot

the U.N.O.
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More ea
oma
u -a s served
community for nearly a century
By KIM HAMIL TON
the more humorous guidelines 1919, club members collected
. The Morehead Woman's Club, for the club (then entitled" The donations to erect the veteran
rich in history and personality, Ten Commandments") was: monument that stands on the old
has been supporting community ''Thou shalt not murder the Rowan County Courthouse
development for nearly 100 King's English!"
today. According to Rice, the
years and the efforts of its
Cora Wilson Stewart, the · original base was made from
women shine through in com- school teacher who founded the bluestone that came from the
munity projects still today.
first moonlight school to rock quarry of the ·s ame name,
The club was formed::iri 1909 educate illiterate adults served · located near Farmers.
by members of the Mor~hea_d as the first president of the club.
Federated in 1916, the
Normal School's Shakespeare,;u1.· . Her sister was one of the Morehead Woman ' s Club
study , group. The members -}bakespearean club members.
members met in different
would gather once a month to · / OOAt of the foremost ac- homes in Rowan County until
wri te
about
William complishments of the club was I 1922, when the club bought the
Shakespeare's work.
the funding of a war veteran Bunyan S. Wilson Law Office on
According to Virginia Rice, monument, placed on the Main Street.
60-year member and one of the courthouse lawn.
Rice tells the story of the late
historians for the club, one of
Shortly after World War I, in " Bun" Wilson and Miss Mary
Coffee, whom he courted. Coffee
was the secretary of Sam
Bradley and the first female of
that profession in Rowan
County .
.
" Bun would take Miss Mary
(Continued on page A-2)

Members of the Morehead Woman's Club stand in front of the
memorial they sponsored to have erected in memory of men
from Rowan County who died while serving in war. The
photograph was taken in 1919, shortly after World War I. From
left to right are Rene Wells, Mrs. Howard Lewis, Mary Bell
Cassity, Leora B. Hart, Mrs. Bill Bradley, Mrs. Jimmy Bishop,
\ Mrs. Maggie Hogge and Mrs. Drew Evans.

chfa 1tleek vfaito:r
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Chamber of Commerce Secretary F .E.
"Chick" Conley advises that the neon
signs at the east and west entrance on
U.S. 60 have been repaired and are being
re-installed. They read; "Morehead Home of Morehead State University."
The neon and wording is on both sides.
The sign formerly at Main and East University Boulevard is being moved to Rodburn. This is because the city limits have
expanded since the Chamber of Commerce erected the signs about eight years
ago. Last year the neon burned out. Conley said it cost over $300 to repair and
re-paint the signs. We think it is money
well spent, having heard many favorable
comments on these signs . How many
times have you passed through a town dr
city without knowing its name? Conley
expressed thanks to Kentucky Utilities
d Ge eral Tele one for taking the
s and re-erectln
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emor1es:

Morehead projected projects in 1955
By .J ACK ELLIS
Special to The Morehead News

"A city or ho use divided
against itself cannot stand."
(Matthew 12:25)
,
At the beginning of a new
year .t here is a tendency for
individuals, businesses, and
institutions to examine their.
past
accomplishments,
analyze how they got there
and project new goals for the
future . That's true of leaders

in government, business,
industry and education. That
was especially true in
Morehead
business
community in January 1955.
Two clubs combine to form
Chamber of Commerce
H.K. Ta lor was president
of flielvr oreiiea'a- 11:erchants
C1u and- William H~- Layile
was president~ he Moreliead
.Board of Trade.~The two men,
along with sever members of

Books About Local Hislory &1 Heroes
By Jack D. Ellis
Publisheq by The Jesse Stuart Foundation include:
Morehead Memorjes: True Stories From Eastern Kentucky. 592 pp.
100 photographs; c. 2001.
$35.00 + 2.50 S&H
Patriots and Heroes: Eastern Ky. Soldiers of WWII.
412 pp; 85 photographs; c. 2003.
$35.00 + 2.50 S&H
Alpha M. Hutchinson: The Biography of A Man and His Community.
160 pp. 65 photographs, c. 2003.
$15:00 + 2.00 S&H
.
(Each book makes an excellent gift.)
Signed copies may be ordered from:
. Jack D. Ellis
215 Knapp Ave.
Morehead, KY 40351
(606) 784-7473
Also available locally at the CoffeeTree Bookstore, MSU Bookstore, Folk Art Center, St.
Claire Gift Shop, Mustard Seed, Occasions, Chris's Gifts and Baldwin & Assoc.

•

their organizations inet in the
Rowan County News office on
Jai'i:-7-, - rg
o wor out
d~taHs for consolidatip.g the
wo organiZAJtons 'in o ~ Tlie new organization would
be caffecf th e
ore"h ead
~
her of Commerce.
..-Tne delegates from each
organization agreed that: (1)
Morehea9.
was
overly
organized, and that there were
just too many clubs for the
size of the community; (2) The
clubs and organizations were
sometimes working cros s
purposes with each other, and
one group di.d not know what
the other was doing; (3) One
strong club working together
could accomplish much more
. than two groups wo rking
separately; (4) Monthly
membership meetings could be
eliminated
with
those
activit"ies
handled
by
committee; (5) And the group
wanted to ban solicitations
without merit. It is interesting
to note t hat tourism was not
listed on their projected plans.
As - the two groups met
together for the first time,
their energy level was high,
and the delegate s went to
work outlining priority
pr<fjects they hoped to
accomplish working together.

First on the list was
com pleting the Morehead , Vanceburg Road. They were
not talking about blacktopping
a r oa d, they were talking
about opening a MoreheadVanceburg Road . . It was
pointed out that Morehead
and Vanceburg were the only
two county seats in Kentucky
that were not connected with a
road. At that time in order to
get to Vanceburg, you had to
go to Maysville and up the
Ohio River Road or to Ashland
and down the Ohio River
Road . (This writer was the
bookmobile librarian at that
time serving the consolidated
1 and rural schools of Rowan
County, and I would go up the
1 North Fork Road to Ada'msDavis, to the last school in
Rowan County nearest the
Lewis County line and that
, was the end of the gravel
road .) The next year th e
, Chamber
of C ommerce
succ·ee d ed in get ting the
Morehead-Vanceburg Ro ad ·
opened up.
· The second successful
priority of the Chamber of
Commerce was to attrac t a
tobacco warehouse company to
the county, and that was soon .
accomplished and Morehead
became a major Kentu cky
tob acco market. (This will
soon be only a part of ou r
history as the tobacco .markets

.
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1955, "These are members of Morehead's Junior Chamber
of Commerce who received their state, national and
intei:national charter in 1955. The group will work with
Morehead's Chamber of Commerce now being formed
fro m a me-rger of the Boa-r d of Trade and Merchants
Club. Seated, from left: Russell Jackson, George
Coleman, Kermit Little, William Fraley, Billy Brown,
Victor White, Clayton Skaggs. Standing: W.D. Patton,
Charles Williamson, Clayton Perkins, Bernard Greer,
Tom Mobley, Herbert French, Jim Bruner, Robert
Stamper, James Coleman, Tommy Caudill, John Will
Holbrook Jr., Eugene White, Ray Brown and Harold
Lancaster."
·
are beginning to close ·down.)
Ironically, the group 's next

See PROJECTS on C-2

Northcutt & Son

Home For Funerals , Inc .
Morehead, Kentucky

Phone 784-6491
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Projects

From C-1

H.K. Taylor, last president of the Morehead Merchants
Club and the first pre sident of the Morehead Chamber of
Comme~ce, 1955.
m ajor priority was to get a hour in the fall.
Prior to WW II Rowan
. Rowan County Health Center
building and program. That County was on central
goal was achieved within standard time. Growing up in
three years with a new Morehead during that time, it
building on West Sun Street seemed to this writer the
that remains today a major summer days were really long:
There is a two hour difference
part oflocal health care.
Another successful goal· of between our central standard
the
new
Chamber of time and our eastern daylight
Commerce was to work time that we have in
toward eliminating much of Morehead today.
Following WW II daylight
the confusion in our county
between eastern time, central savings time became optional
time, and daylight savings to each community and/or
time. Rowan County was the county. Therefore, its easy to
eastern most county in the imagine the confusion in this
central time zone. When you region, on the edge of a time
went into Carter County you zone. · One could leave
were in the eastern time zone. Morehead on central standard
That was not so bad until time and go to Olive Hill on
World War II came along ahd eastern daylight time and
the nation adopted "War gain two hours . Also,
Time" which mandated continuing on into Grayson on
everyone in this nation set eastern standard time you
their clock forward one hour would lose one hour. It was
in the spring and back one almost as bad going west

FRIDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 25, 2005

C
':•~.-! OME IN AND
If. MAKE USAN
OFFER!

tice Ge,•

when some towns adopted
. daylight savings time and
some remained on st andard
time.
The urban areas w·anted
daylight savings -time and the
rural areas preferred to stay
on standard time. The
struggle pitted the farmers of
Kentucky against the factory
workers. The factory workers
won but Kentucky House Bill
88. in 1955 ~ t the central time
west ofl- which took Rowan
County away · from the
problem of being-near another
time zone. But daylight time
became mandatory again
which also eliminated a great
deal of confusion.
But it sure was nice
growing up in Morehead in
the central standard time
zone. The .summer evenings
gave us much more time for
children's games, like kick the
can, bicycle tag, and roller
skating on MSC campus.
The 1955 Chamber of
Commerce listed one of their
major priorities was planning
Rowan County's Centennial
Celebration in 1956. This they
did quite successfully because
the following year was a
banner year in the history of
Rowan County.
Fifty years later (2005)
Rowan County is planning a
sesquicentennial celebration
in 2006. Lloyd Dean is the
chair of that organization .
already planning Rowan's
150th birthday in 2006. It is
interesting how history seems
to go in cycles. But it ·is
amazing to this writer how
many of the 1955 Chamber of
Commerce
plans
were
successful when the two major
business
organizations
combined as Kentucky's motto
"United We Stand, Divided
We Fall". Because the only
project they failed to
accomplish was "to ban
solicitations without merit".
Even 50 years later in 2005
they are still working on that
one.
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If we don't take your offer and you're
able to buy a comparable vehide
somewhere else at that price, Mann will
reward you with a0iiiiiIDshopping spree.

CHRYSLER• DODGE•

Jeep

-Wi~JuJfittlt'JJII.HldJ!ia~~~#ttJillP:IJJ1rJ!i!Jm11

NEW 2005 DODGE RAM
15004X4

NEW 2005 DODGE RAM
1500 _4 X4

#26016, Quad Cab, Auto

#26019

As Low As

$22,398*

AslowAs

$

18,79~*

NEW·2004 DODGE RAM
3500 4X4

N~W 2005 DODGE
DAKOTA

· #36646, Quad Cab

#25025, Club Cab

$29,978*

As Low As$ .,

NEW 2005 JEEP GRAND
CHEROKEE

5,298*

NEW 2005 DODGE
DURANGO
#27000

#33029

$

~slowAs$23,898*

As Low As

.

i 1,640*

GREAT USED BUYS!

04 Dodge itratus

s, 1,980

SXT, 23K, CD, Wheels
k

00 Forcf..f-1 SO 4x4

s, 2,950

X~T,-Aut<r ··.

,,

03 Dodge Stratus SXT
. , 2~DooJ,: BlacR, Nice;

1-0wner s12,950
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Dr. Jack Ellis is
a retired Morehead State
University
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director and a
retired
minister.

■ The Rowan County
Chapter of th~ F-qture
.\ ,
' Farmers of America (FFA) \
·was a very active:group in
the post WW II era.

'

oreHead M e ories:
1•

Seed s of s rvice clubs
By JACK ELLIS

tion of being the only FHA
Club in Kentucky to have
a member receive an
American Homemaker Degree. That group of young
girls' goals was closely
connected to Vocational
Home Economics. Their
goals included self-improvement, service to
school, family life, citizenship, and wholesome
recreation.

Special to The Morehead
News

" With good will doing
service for other." (Eph.
6:7)

It is basically true that
if you examine how institutions and individuals
spend their money, you
can determine their priorities. Also, you can look at
how communities of people spend their leisure
time and determine their
priorities. The way people
spend their leisure time
determines to a great extent the quality of life in
any community. The noo.J
ple of Rowan County have
a lQng history of spending
their time away from
their dai;I.y'j~bs in church
activiti~s. But they also
have a/long history of involve1hent in service organizations such as the
Morehead Commercial
Club established in the
1890s. That was a group
of business and professional men who had as
their goal to promote
Morehead and Rowan
County as an ideal place
to live, a goal that continues to this day. The only
thing that changes is the
method, leadership, and
technology.

hese were the members of Morehead's Junior Ch mber of Commerce who
received their state, national and international c rter in 1955. The group
worked with Morehead's Chamber of Commerce, ormed from a merger of
the Board of Trade and Merchants Club. From 1 ft, seated: Russell Jackson, George Coleman, Kermit Little, William Fr ey, Billy Brown, Victor
White, Clayton Skaggs. Standing: W.D. Patton, Ch les Williamson, Clayton
Perkins, Bernard Greer, Tom Mobley, Herbert Fre ch, Jim Bruner, Robert
Stamper, James Coleman, Tommy Caudill, John ill Holbrook, Jr., Eugene
White, Ray Brown, and Harold Lancaster. Photo lJ Art Stewart.

Morehead
School, MSC and MSU
agriculture pro fes sor
Henry Haggan was the
first president of local
Kiwanis · Club
that
withdrew from the International Club, 1931.

Youth service clubs important
Among the youth
wanted
travelers
(not
the
new
city
limits.
The
' pointed John Palmer (natourists) traveling US 60 new neon sign at the new groups active in Morehead
tional sales manager of
and Rowan County over
to know where they were city limits said, "Morethe Lee Clay Company),
the
years were the Future
when
they
arrived
in
head,
Home
of
Morehead
Frank Laughlin (owner,
Homemakers, Future
Morehead. Therefore, they State University." The
Greyhound Restaurant
erected a glowing neon
cost of the new signs was Farmers and 4-H Clubs.
and Bus Station); Dan
Bramel (County Agent);
.sign that said "Morehead, $300, and Kentucky Utili- In 1946 the Morehead
·
Chapter of the Future
and I.A. Nooe, ComptrolHome of Morehead State ties, with the help of the
ler for MSC as a commit- College" at the east and
university, installed the .· Homemakers became one
of the first clubs estabtee to' collect photos for a
west city limits on U.S.
signs.
lished in America. The lo60. The city limits then
brochure designed to atcal group held the distincwere located on Main at
tract businesses and inEast College Boulevard. _
dustry to Rowan County,
The west city limits were
(Does this sound famillocated at Brady Curve.
iar?)
Ten years later the city
Community service
College and community limits were extended eas
clubs emphasized
to Rodburn and west to
cooperate
For over 100 years
Rockwall
Hollow. By that e
In
the
1940s
the
MoreMorehead's business, protime Morehead College
fessional , educational and head Board of Trade
evol~ed into the Chamber had become a university.X'i
cultural leaders have or-

z-- --
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Agriculture clubs win
many awards
·
The Rowan County
Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America (FFA)
was a very active group in
the post WW II era. On
May 1, 1947, Morehead's
FFA Chapter dominated
the East ern Kentucky
District Field Day held in
Paintsville, Kentucky.
There were twenty-four
chapters from E a$tern
Kentucky participating at
the meeting and Morehead won 20 individual
events with six first-place
awards and 14 secondplace awards. Winners of
those awards in personal
achievement included
Charles Caudill and
Harold Caudill for Public
-

See HISTORY on D-5

vvu;n gooa wut aoing
service for other." (Eph.
6:7)

gree. inaL gruup u1 yuung

It is basically true that
if you examine how institutions and individuals
spend their money, you
can determine their priorities. Also, you can look at
how communities of people spend their leisure
time and determine their
priorities. The way people
spend their leisure time
determines to a great ex- }l'hese were the members ofMorehead's Junior Chamber of Commerce who
tent the quality of life in -~ received· t?eir state, na~ional and international charter in 1955. The group
' any community. The P. ✓o~
worked with Morehead s Chamber of Commerce, formed from a merger of
ple of Rowan County have the Board of Trade and Mer~ha1;1ts Clu~. !"rom left, se~ted: Russell ~acka l~ng history of spending son! George Coleman, Kermi~ Little, Wilham Fraley, B~ll~ Brown, Victor
their time away from
Whit~, Clayton Skaggs. Standmg: W.D. Patton, Charles W~lhamson, Clayton
their daily jobs in church Perkms, Bernard Greer, Tom Mobley, H~rbert Fre~ch, Jim Bruner, Robert
activities. But they also
Sta~per, James Coleman, Tommy Caudill, John Will Holbrook, Jr., Eugene
have a long history of inWhite, Ray Brown, and Harold Lancaster. Photo by Art Stewart.
volvement in service orthe new city limits. The
' pointed John Palmer (na- wanted travelers (not
ganhations such as the
tional sales manager of
tourists) traveling US 60 new neon sign at the new
Morehead Commercial
the Lee Clay Company),
to know where they were city limits said, "MoreClub established in the
Frank
Laughlin
(owner,
whsn they arrived in
head, Home of Morehead
1890s. That was a group
State University." The
Greyhound
Restaurant
Morehead.
Therefore,
they
of business and profescost of the new signs was
and Bus Station); Dan
erected a glowing neon
sional men who had as
Bramel (County Agent);
.sign that said "Morehead, $300, and Kentucky Utilitheir goal to promote
Home of Morehead State ties, with the help of the
and I.A. Nooe, ComptrolMorehead and Rowan
university, installed the
ler for MSC as a commit- College" at the east and
County as an ideal place
signs.
west city limits on U.S.
to live, a goal that contin- tee to' collect photos for a
brochure
designed
to
at60.
The
city
limits
then
ues to this day. The only
were located on Main at
tract businesses and inthing that changes is the
dus_t._ry to Rowan County,
East Coll~ge Boule.var
method rc leadership, and
-T-he west city limits were
(Does this sound familtechnology.
located at Brady Curve . .,,,....._
iar?)
Ten years later the city
Community service
clubs emphasized
College and community limits were extended eas
to Rodburn and west to
For over 100 years
cooperate
Morehead's business, proIn the 1940s the More- Rockwall Hollow. By that e
time Morehead College
fessional, educational and head Board of Trade
cultural leaders have orevol{red into the Chamber had become a university.Xii1
However, the Chamber · •
ganized in various clubs
of Commerce. In the late
moved their neon sign to
designed to promote More- 195Qs the "Chamber"
.
''. 1
head and Rowan County
as 'a good place to live, ·
·'
work, and rear a family. ,, 11,.
In .the 1920s the Mt. :: -:
Sterling Kiwanis Club
was instrumental in 1~stablishing the first Kiwanis Club in Morehead. But
in July 1931, the Morehead Kiwanis Club .be:;.
came a victim of the Great
Depression when it voted
to surrender its charter as
an International Kiwanis
Club in order to organize
a club without outside affiliation. The reason they
· voted unanimously to sever their connection with
the international group
was because many programs and activities came
up that club members believed they, could not and
should not sponsor locally.
Also, they did not have
the funds to support or to
become involved in many
of those programs. Instead
of paying district dues and
other dues to the international offices, the 'ciufi
wanted to conserve all
funds for the civic improvement of Morel}e_::i:cl ..
President Henry C. Haggan, Morehead State College Agriculture Professor
and president of the club
said, "It was felt this new
club would have a wider
sympathetic appeal to local people." Haggan ap. pointed a committee including E.V. Hollis, C.B. ·
McCullough, and Or. A.F.
Ellington to select a name
and prepare a constitution
for a new club. Therefore,
for a period of time Morehead's Kiwanis Club was
· not a part of the international group.
On Monday, July 17,
1944, Morehead Board of
Trade President Harry
Goldberg (local department store owner) ap-

·--

·~,'I

girls' goals was closely
connected to Vocational
Home Economics. Their
goals included self-improvement, service to
school, family life, citizenship, and wholesome
recreation.

Morehead
School, MSC and MSU
agriculture professor
Henry Haggan was the
first president of local
Kiwanis · Club
that
withdrew from the Intern_ational Club, 1931.
Youth service clubs important
Among the youth
groups active in Morehead
and Rowan County over
the years,were the Future
Homemakers, Future
Farmers and 4-H Clubs.
In 1946 the Morehead
Chapter of the Future
Homemakers became one
of the first clubs established in America. The local group held the distinc-

Agriculture clubs win
many awards
The Rowan County
Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America (FFA)
was a very active group in
the post WW II era. On
May 1, 1947, Morehead's
FFA Chapter dominated
the Eastern Kentucky
District Field Day held in
Paintsville, Kentucky.
There were twenty-four
chapters from Eastern
Kentucky participating at
the meeting and Morehead won 20 individual
events with six first-place
awards and 14 secondplace awards. Winners of
those awards in personal
achievement included
Charles Caudill and
Harold Caudill for Public

See HISTORY on D-5
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Winter drivi_ng tips .for 1notorists

H.K. Taylor, last president of the Morehead
Merchants Club and
the first . president of
the Morehead Chamber
of Commerce, 1955.
.

Clay Co. and president
' of the Morehead Industrial Foundation, was
on· a committee to de.sign a new brochure to
;1promote Morehead and
l\Rowan County, 1940s.

Give That Spe\eial<
Perstt~C.
a Book About ~ l llistory & .Btt(Jel
by .Jack l>. Ellis

Kentucky Memories: Re) 1ections ofRowan
County. 450 pp; 200 · photographs
Patriots and Heroes: East,!'m Ky. Soldiers of
WWII. 412 pp; 85 pil otographs
Moreheail Memories: True Si ories From East.em
Kentucky. 592 pp; l i\~hotograp~

co1
·

a personal

Sigqed
i with
Gift Card.fr,. m .X·gy
. ,_1Contact:
.

·. . · kD. Ellis

552 W. Sun Street, Moreh~11d, KY 40351
(606} 784-7473
/,

I

Available, 1tcally at the Coff~ 1'~ .llo9kstore; ..
MS:U Bookstore; St. Claure ,(_ijft Sh<)p;
Mustard Seed; and Baldwin\ & msoc.
Website: JSFBOOKS.CqM
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From 0-3

Speaking. Bobby Stamper
won first prize in music
with his trumpet solo. He
was accompanied on the
piano by George Alfrey, Jr.
Also that year Robert
Gray and Roy Stewart
won the writing awards.
Far m and livestock
awards won by Morehead
that year included: Ja~es
Crawford, Dairy; Ralph
Christian,_Hog; Gale
McGuire, Livestock;
• Chenault James, Hay;
· Waldo·Reeder, Corn; Fred
Brown, Tobacco; Delmer
Mabry, Pasture; Harold

The winter driving sea
son is upon us, and the
Kentucky State Police is
reminding drivers to use
extra caution when road
conditions deteriorate.
"Winter provides new
· challenges and responsibilities to the public and
the Kentucky State Po. lice," said KSP ,Commissioner Rodney Brewer.
"We ask that drivers be
prepared to meet the
challenges of the upcoming winter season in Kentucky. Plan ahead, make
sure everyorte in the vehi
cle is properly restrained,
drive defensively and he
sure the vehicle is proper
ly maintained to handle
the effects of cold temperatures."
Highway Safety
Branch Commander, Cap
tain Tim Lucas offers· a
word of caution about
braking on snow covered
roads.
"Know wltat kind of
brakes your vehicle has
and how to use them
properly. In general, if
you have anti-lock
brakes, apply firm pressure, if you have non
anti-lock brakes, pump
the brakes gently," said
Lucas.
"If you find yourself in
a skid, stay calm and
ease your foot off the gas
while carefully steering
in the direction you want
the front of your vehicle
to go. This procedure,
known as "steering into
the skid," will bring the
,t,..back end of.your vehicle

Dean; and James Craw- I
ford, Home lmprovement.
Morehead has long been
active in organizations ·
and service clubs for all
ages. They have formed
much of tho foundation
for leadership in this community for 100 years as
they continue to do so today and the future .
Read more about
Rowan County organizations in Jack Ellis' Kentu9ky Memmries: Reflections of Rowan County. -

,,·,

in line with the front,"
added Lucas.
The Highway Safety
Branch has posted these
additional safe driving
tips on its website:
• Be cautious about
travel
• Listen for radio or
television reports of travel advisories issued by
the National Weather
Service.
• Avoid traveling on
ice-covered roads if at all
possible.
• If you must travel,
let someone know your
destination and when you
expect to arrive. Ask
them to notify authorities
if you are. late.
•
• Check and restock
the winter emergency
supplies in your car before you leave.
• Never pour water on
your windshield to remove ice or snow; shattering may occur.
• Never rely on your
car to provide sufficient
heat; the car may break
down.
• Always dress warmly.
• Always carry clothing appropriate for winter conditions.

• Tie a brightly colored
cloth to the antenna as a
signal to rescuers.
• Move anything you
need from the trunk into
the passenger area.
• Wrap your entire
body, including your ·
head, in extra clothing,
blankets, or newspapers.
• Stay ,awake. You will
be less vulnerable to coldrelated health problems.
• Run the motor (and
heater) for aqout ,10 minutes per hour, opening
one window slightly to let
air in. Make sure that
snow is not blocking the
exhaust pipe-this will reduce the risk of carbon
monoxide poisoning.
• As you sit, keep moving your arms and legs to
improve your circulation
and stay wa".'mer.
• Do not eat un-melted
snow it will lower your
body 'temperature.

pressure in the tires.
• During winter, keep
the gas tank near full to
help avoid ice in the tank
and fuel lines.

Winter survival kit for
your vehicle:
Equip your vehicle
with these items:
• Cell phone and
charger
• Blankets
• First-aid kit
• A can and waterproof
matches (to melt snow for
water)
• Windshield scraper
• Booster cables
• Road maps
• Compass
•Toolkit
• Paper towels
• Bag of sand or cat
litter (to pour on ice or
snow for added traction)
• Tire chains (in areas
with heavy snow)
• Collapsible shovel
• High-calorie canned
Prepare your vehicle for
or dried foods and a can
winter
opener
• Flashlight and extra
• You can avoid many
dangerous winter travel
batteries
problems by planning
• Canned compressed
ahead. Have maintenance air with sealant (for
service on your vehicle as emergency tire repair)
often as the manufactur• .Brightly colored
er recommends.
cloth
Citizens can contribute
• Have the radiator
What to do if you get
system serviced, or check to highway safety by re- ,
stranded
the antifreeze level your- porting erratic drivers t0
• Staying in yoµr vehi- self with an antifreeze
the Kentucky State Police
cle when stranded is oftester. Add antifreeze, as toll-free at 1-800-222ten the safest choice if
5555. Callers will remain ·
needed.
winter storms create poor
• Replace windshield- anonymous and should
visibility or if roadways
wiper fluid with a winter- give a description of the
are ice-covered. These
time•mixture.
vehicle, location, direction
· of travel and license
steps will increase your
. • Replace any worn
safety when stranded:
tires, and check the air
number if possible.

About the Author
Dr. Jack Ellis
is a retired ·
Morehead
State University Library
director and
a retired
minister.
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orehead

emories:
Community clubs

By JACK ELLIS
Special to The Morehead
News

"The rich and the poor
meet together ... " (Proverbs
22:2)
Throughout the history
of Morehead and Rowan
County there have been
many different clubs and
organizations. In fact it's
safe to say that Morehead
has been "overly organized." There have even
been occasions when clubs
have combined to avoid duplication of services. In fact
it's safe t o say there are
more clubs around town
than you would find at a ·
caveman's convention.

schools. Early in the history of this community local
businesses served as social
centers, especially after
hours, just as the small rural schools were social cen~
ters after school hours. Hotel lobbies were centers
where wild checker games
were played. Also, up in
private rooms was where
the poker games were
played.
Over the years there
have been and still are
many fine business, professional, political, social, educational, agricultural and
service clubs of all types
representing men, women,
boys and girls of all ages
and interests. But it seems
the "fairer sex" has been
even more club oriented
than the male gender. Today, as we look around our
community, we see many
women's exercise groups.
But 100 years ago, Morehead had a women's health
club called the "5x5 Fresh
Air Club". That name was
a ppropriate because those
ladies arose each morning
at 5 a .m. and walked five
miles dressed in their full
skirts and hats.

Meetings held in schools
and businesses
Some of the lesserknown formal and informal
clubs over the years include card games such as
poker, canasta, pinochle,
setback, and bridge. Recently bunko has been
added as a popular gam e.
Also, board games such as
checkers, chess, Chinese
checkers, and shuffleboard
were prevalent: There were
Many women's clubs
even meet.and eat clubs
and homemakers groups
with no programs or agenHomemakers clubs h ave
das, such as the Knife and
· always been active in
Fork Club and on!;l just
called The Men's Club.
Rowan County. (Some of
Most of these groups met
t he men called them the
. in homes, businesses, and
"home wreckers" clubs).
I

But most of the communit ies in Rowan County had
their own homemakers
club. They were active in
crafts, culinary arts, ·home
decorations, and other
home making skills. They
even sometimes got the
men involved.
In 1947 Evelyn Sinclair,
Rowan Home Demonstration' Agent, met with many
of the county homemakers
clubs conducting workshops on how to convert
kerosene lamps into elect ric lamps. Since elect ricity
had recently been extended
throughout the county, it
was a very timely and useful activity. Among the
county homemaking groups
who met that year to convert kerosene lamps to
electricity included: The
Clark Homemakers (located n~ar Tilden Hogge today); Clearfield Homemakers, Christy Creek Homemakers, Haldeman and
Johnson Homemakers.
Among those in attendance at those kerosene
lamp workshop projects
were: Dorothy Clark,
Christene Workman, Mrs.
Ernest Elam, Mrs. Cora
Carter, Mrs. Pearl Patton,
Mrs. Anna Caudill, Mrs.
Crager, Mrs. Clare B.
Collins, Mrs. John Carter,
and Mrs. Oval Carter. That
was a very worthwhile and
practical activity and perh a ps many of these valu-

eral of these trays made by
family members.)

Folk art and ceramics
Another local homemaker club project during that
era was a folk art project.
It involved creative e, artwork on an unusual surface
using unusual materials.
The surface was , not canvas, but burlap stretched
tight over a wooden frame .
The medium was, not charcoal, oil, or watercolors, but
used various colored dried
vegetables such as split
peas, rice, dried popcorn,
sunflower seeds and red
kidney beans. The dried
vegetables were then
dipped in glue and placed
in colorful designs on the
Folk art rooster made by Lindsay Caudill from dried burlap frame and then
sprayed with shellac.
c rn, beets, peas, rice and sunflower seeds, _1 950s.
Lindsay Caudill, t his
writer's father-in-law, who
able 11:tmps remain as fami- aluminum would come cut
was somewhat artistic and
ly heirlooms today.
out in· circular and rectancreative even got involved
gular shapes. They would
in the project. Since artists
A:rt combined with prac- then be turned up or
usually expressed their inticality
"crimped" around the
ner most feelings through
In the 1940s and 1950s
edges. Various designs
,their art, he created a
the Morehead and Rowan
would be sketched on the
beautiful red rooster proudCounty Homemakers were
trays. Those designed
l)l crowing. That was right
involved in many practical
would then be burned into
after underdog Harry Truand productive activities
the metal with strong acid.
man was elected president
such as making aluminum
The designs might be anyof this great nation, and
serving trays. It seems that thing fro m initials, family
Lindsey seemed to be.!
·"
although there was a short- crests, artwork or floral de- "crowing" a bit about the
age of aluminum during
signs. I'm sure many of
election upset. That was
WW II and there were conthose are still around in
t ainer drives to turn in old
t he community. (Until reSee HISTORY on D-2 · .,
dishpans, trays, and buckcently this writer had sev•'
,,.,
ets to be recycled into airplanes, when the war ended there was an excess of
. HOME FOR FUNERALS, INC.
aluminum. It was during
Morehead, KY
24 Hour
the post WW. II era that
Phone
Obituary
Line
the local homemakers clubs
were meeting and making
aluminum trays. The heavy
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NORTHCUTT & SON
784-6491

·784-3300

www.northcuttandson.com

cent1y nunKo na::; oeen
added as a popular game.
Also, board games such as
checkers, chess, Chinese
checker s, and shuffleboard
were prevalent: There were
even m eet .and eat clubs
with no programs or agendas, such as the Knife and
Fork Club and on~ j ust
called The Men's Club.
Most of these groups met
in homes, busin esses, and
I
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ladies arose each morning
at 5 a .m. and walked five
miles dressed in their full
skirt s and h ats.

lamp workshop projects
were: Dorothy Clark,
Christene Workm an , Mrs.
Ernest Elam, Mrs. Cora
Carter, Mrs. Pearl Patton,
Mr s. Anna Caudill, Mrs.
Crager, Mrs. Clare B.
Collins, Mrs. John Carter,
and Mrs. Oval Carter. That
was a very worthwhile and
practical activity and perhaps many of th ese valu - ,

Many women's clubs
an d homemak ers groups
Homemakers clubs have
· always been active in
Rowan County. (Some of
the men called t hem the
"home wreckers" clubs).

-

the Morehead and Rowan
County Homemakers were
involved in many practical
and productive activities
such as making aluminum
serving trays. It seems that
although there was a shortage of aluminum during
WW II and there were container drives to turn in old
dishpans , tr ays, and buck(lts to be recycled into airpt11nes, when th e war ended ther e was an excess of
aluminum. It was during
t he post WW II era that
the local homem aker s clubs
were meeting and making
aluminum trays. The heavy

-
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would be sketch ed on the
trays. Those designed
would t hen be burned into
the metal with strong acid.
The design s might be anything from initials, family
crests, artwork or floral designs. I'm sure many of
t hose are still around i n
t he community. (Until recently this writer h ad sev-
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beautiful red rooster proudly, crowing. That was right
after underdog Harry Truman was elected president
of this great nation, and
Lindsey seemed to be-'.
"crowing" a bit about the
election u pset. That was

.
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Come meet Fenton Artist
Trudy Mendenhall .. .
Trudy Mendenhall first
joined the Fenton
Decorating Department in
1972. With over 20 years
experience in the art of
handpainting on glass,
Trudy has worked on a
number of collections
includi ng a variety of
pieces featured on QVC.

Ask a Store Associate for more details!
www.fe ntonartglass.com
208 East Main Street • Morehead , KY 40351

606~784-4784
-
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History From D-1
because his wife happened
to be of the "elephant political party." (This writer's
wife a lso made a one of
those dried vegetable folk
art roosters during that
time.)
Over the years, the
Morehead Homemakers
Club has been involved in a
series of lessons in ceramic
glazing, staining, finishing,
glazing, and baking various
art objects. Those classes
were usually taught by
MSC College Professor Dr.
Norman Roberts. It was Dr.
Roberts and his wife
Margie who made the ceramic favors every Christmas for MSU President
Adron Doran's annual faculty Christmas parties.
(Many of those creations
are still around.) Among
those attending those ceramic meetings were:

Pauline White, Hester
Roberts, Inita Sparkman,
Betty Alderman, Cozy
Hamilton, Loretta Gevedon,
Twila Coffee, Shirley
Ellington, Grace Crosthwaite, Mabel Alfrey, Mabel
Kelly, Lola Belle Blair, Audrey Pearl Taylor and
Margie Roberts.
Music was one ofthe topics of interest to the Homemakers Clubs. In the 1960s
the Sharkey Homemakers
met at the home of Mrs.
Edith Hicks for a lesson on
music appreciation presented by Mrs. Jolene Brown.
Among those who attended
that very inspiring meeting
were: Eva Caudill, Nancy
Barker, Hazel Black, Grace
Curtis, Opal Pennington,
Inez Caudill, Gladys Cooper, Minnie Patrick and
Juanita Brown.

KY firefighters assist with Florida wildfiresi
Five two~person strike
teams, five engines and one
strike team leader from the
Kentucky Division of
Forestry (KDF) left today
to help combat wildfires in
Florida.
The Florida Division of

Forestry requested assistance from the Kentucky
Division of Forestry early
this week through the
Southeastern Interstate
Forest Fire Compact. Thirteen southern states make
up the compact, which al-

lows them to share skilled
wildland firefighters and
equipment. Member states
help each other to the extent they can, depending on
their own fire status.
The Kentucky teams will
be assisting with a large

fire in north central Florida, where many wildfires
are burning out of controi'.
Depletion of local and state
firefighting resources
prompted Florida to ask for
help.
.
·KDF Director and Kentucky State Forester Leah

MacSwords said, "We are
fortunate that wildland fire
conditions in Kentucky
have improved, which allows us to provide these resources."
The KeDotucky firefighters are expected to remain
in Florida for up to 14

days, plus travel time, but
may r eturn sooner if wildfir:e conditions improve. ·
Florida will reimburse Kentucky for the KDF firefighters' time; expenses and
use of equipment.

Transportation Cabinet stresses motorist safety i_n work zones as construct ion begins , I
I

This is t he time of year
when flowers burst out of
the ground and trees
bloom, turning Kentucky's
hillsides into walls of
bright colors.
It's also the time when
orange cones and barrels
sprout along roadsides as
the construction season
gets into high gear
throughout Boyd, Carter,
Elliott, Greenup, Lewis,
Rowan, Mason, Nicholas,
Bath ·and Fleming counties
- the 10 counties in the
Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet's Department of
Highways District 9.

turns, movements or lane
closures, and inform them
of reduced speeds in the
work areas," Bradley said.
"Motorists should read and
pay close attention to the
orange signs they encounter in work zones."
In many long-term construction zones, speed limits are reduced and drivers

are subject to double fines
for speeding violations. In
others, limits are not lowered but advisory speeds
are posted. In both cases,
drivers should heed those
speeds.
"At District 9, we take

this year, including:
• KY 519 in Rowan County,
road reconstruction from
the north side of Clacl~
Mountain to US 60 Bypass
in Morehead, 2. 7 miles.
• KY 11 in Fleming County, road reconstruction ongoing from near Sherburne
to Flemingsburg.
• KY 32 in Flemingsburg,
roadway improvement on
bypass and from bypass to
high school, 0.8 miles.
• US 60 in Carter County,
reconstruction of Rock
Crusher Curve section near
Olive Hill, 1.5 miles.

workers who have died
statewide and across the
nation, attendees heard the
chilling tale of a recent
work zone accident experienced by Phillip Crittenden, assistant foreman for
the Franklin County maintenance facility.

"It's really all up to the
driver," Crittenden said.
"Our lives are in their
hands , and sometimes
that's scary."
Highway workers are
not the only individuals at
risk in construction zones.
St atistics show that 85 per-

cent of those killed in work
zone crashes are motorists,
not workers. During the ,
last t wo years in Kentuc).{y,
approximately 20 motorists
have been killed in work.
zone accidents along with
three construction workers.

